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Calls more cuts 'damaging'

Marking: chance
for more funds
By Greg Flemmi.ng
CONCORD - University
System

Chancellor

Ka!.per

Marking said yesterday he
wouldn't object to providing
the state with a ••1ine item"
budget.
The Board of Trustees and
UNH officials have objected to
giving Governor John Sununu
a so-called line item budget,
which would outline more
specifically how the University
System spends its money.
••1 don't have any problem
with informing people at any
stage of the game how we're
spending our money," Marking
said in an interview.
But he said he'd be
••surprised" if the Board of
Trustees decided to give
Sununu the line item budget.
Marking also said in the
interview that:
More cuts in State
funding to the University
System would be ••truly
damaging."
- Faculty and staff pay
levels are picking up but salary
increases remain the Board's
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Susan Clement, Barbara Harrington, and Gisele Litalien perform one of several skits during the
"Food Fright" presentation Wednesday night in the MUB. The program dealt with women's
obsession with food, weight, and body image. (Jim Millard photo)

Plan workshops

Gay students organize again
By Barbara Ohstrom
While the people in this
article are real, some of the
names are not.
The Gay Student Organization proposed a future Gay
Pride Day during their first
meeting on Wednesday. The
group is also planning a series
of workshops to educate others
on gay is.sues.
The group of seven women
and four men unanimously
decided to work as a collective
rather than electing officers.
"I think the biggest problem
we have right now is getting gay
students over the paranoia of
associating themselves with a
group that can help them. Also
it will be specifically identified
as being a homosexual
organization," said Markus.
Maxwell said, "We also need
to acknowledge our own
homophobia within the group
before we can do anything
positive outside of the group."
The Gay Student Organization has also had problems in
obtaining funding.
Senior Doris Maxwell said,
"Going through the Student
Activity Fee Council (SAFC)
first is killing our cause before
it starts." The group will try to
get Programming Fund

Organization (PFO) money
instead.
Cooper said that $50.00 still
remains in a bank account
belonging to the former
Campus Gay Awareness
group.
The possibilities of getting an
office in the MUB were
discussed. Senior •Michael
Black said it was important to
get as much recognition as a
student organization on

campus as possible.
Objectives of the group are:
-to perform political and
educational functions for the
campus
-to gain access to media
and other political tools
-to create an outlet for gay
women who .are not feminists
- to get records of former
gay groups
GAYS, page 14
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KASPER MARKING

highest priority.
He would support
charging Engineering and
Computer Sucience students a
higher tuition rate to pay the
expenses of those programs.
MARKING, page 12

Senate to sponsor
student letter drive
By Marcia Caramihalis
The Student Senate is
planning a major letter writing
campaign in the next few weeks
to help students protest
Governor John Sununu's
budget proposals . . ___
There has been a flood of
student interest concerning the
budget proposals over the past
few weeks, said the Senate's
legislative coordinator, Jeff
Gore.
The Senate plans to improve
the campaign by targetting
letters to the proper state
legislators in Concord, said Jim
Carroll, chairman of the

Senate'"'s Students for the
University Council (SFU).
Sununu proposed level
funding to the University
System for 1983, but it is level
after a four percent cut made by
acting Gov. Vesta Roy last
January.
"This would mean higher
tuition and less quality of
education," Carroll said.
SENA 1:E, page 15
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They're going south anyway
By Lisa Prevost
In a period of recession,
unemployment and funding
cuts, UNH students are still
scraping up the money to
finance tropical vacations over
March break.
A survey of Durham travel
agencies showed business to be
booming, with not enough
spaces for all students wanting
to book flights to Florida or
Bermuda.
"The attitude seems to be
'shut off my electricity and take
my house, but I need my
vacation!," said Kay Donahue
of R W Travel in Durham.

Although students may have
less money to spend this year,
Donahue said this year's
reduced airfares seem to have
taken care of the difference.
"Those who made reservations in advance paid the same
or less than last year," she said.
RW Travel's lowest round
trip airfare to Fort Lauderdale
this year was $138.
One difference Donahue has
noticed is -that fewer students
are opting for more expensive
excursions to Bermuda or the
Bahamas.
She estimated about 70
percent of their bookings have

been to Florida, 20 percent for
the Bahamas and less than I0
percent for Bermuda.
"The University personnel
seem to be hurting, but the
students don't," Donahue said.
University Travel agent
Patty Cook also said the
majority of UNH students
coming to them want Ft.
Lauderdale packages.
According to . Cook,
University Travel's lowest
package, including airfare, and
quad-occupancy hotel, was
$243 per person.
VACATION, page 9

Hockey play-offs this
weekend. See story on page
32.
Calendar .................. page 5
Classified ........... page 28,29
Comics ................... page 24
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· School teaches bartending art

Quit smoking clinic
A five day course to help cigarette smokers quit their habit
will be offered by the Seventh-Day Adventist Church in their
Community Services room on Nutter Blvd. from March I 317.
.
The free course will be held from 7:30-9 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
For more information on the Five 7 Day Plan, call Alice
Loring at 332-391 .I.

Candidates at forum
,'

Campaign New Hampshire will host a forum for the
presidential candidates at the Society for the Protection of
New Hampshire Forests in Concord on Sunday, March 13 at
7 p.m.
Senators Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) and Ernest F. Hollings
(D-S.C.) will attend. Arrangements with other presidential
hopefuls are in progress.
The federal budget will be the focus for questions from a
panel of New Hampshire journalists. An open question and
answer period will follow.

Ice show at Snively
The Great Bay Figure Skating Club will produce its sixth
annual ''Ice Crystals" amateur ice show at Snively Arena.
More than 100 skaters will participate in the show, which
will be held March 12 at 7:30 p.m. and March 13 at 2:00 p.m.
Among the featured skaters will be former Ice Capades star ·
. and World Champion Karen Magnussen. Tickets are
available by calling evenings 749-5868.

Religious workshop set
BOSTON, MA The Seventh Annual National
Workshop on .Christian-Jewish Relations will be held at the
Park Plaza Hotel from April 25-28.
Issues such as the Lebanon Crisis, the Nazi Holocaust, the
Nuclear Arms Race, and Women's Rights will be discussed.
Registration cost is $75.00.

Wildlife Week March 20-26
CONCORD - The National Wildlife Federation will
sponsor its 46th Annual Wildlife Week from March 20-26.
This year's theme, "This ls Your Land - Public Lands
Belong to All of Us," will focus national attention on the
importance of natural resour.ces.
The New Hampshire Wildlife Federation will be
distributing 2500 Wildlife Week education packets to local
elementary and junior high s~hools.

By John Gold
s - - t , '' Chery I
Marcelonis swears as the cream
she was pouring onto the top of
her angel tip, spills onto the bar
around the glass.
An angel tip is a layered
drink with creme de caco on the
bottom and cream floating on
top. To get the cream to float,
she has to pour it over the back
of a spoon, not an easy task.
Marcelonis is standing
behind the large square bar at
the Master Bartenders school
in Newmarket, NH. In the
center of the bar is a pyramidlike structure with about 300
bottles of "liquor" (colored
water) on it. Underneath the
bar is everything you would
expect to find- ice, sinks,
glasses, "limes" and water is
everywhere.
Marcelonis, 22, is one of the
eight students enrolled in the
two week b~utending course
offered here. She lives in
Haverhill Mass, and makes the
one hour drive up here five
times a week to attend the class.
The course costs $175. It is
offered in two options, five
nights a week for two weeks, or
two nights a week for five
weeks. Each class meets for
four hours a night from six to
ten in the evening.
The school has been in
operation for three years, and
according to manager and
instructor, Gary Carp, has
graduates working from
Washington to Florida.
Carp, 32,11as taught the class
for two years. He claims
students will learn in two weeks
what took him four years of
tending bar to learn.
Carp's method of teaching is
simple and easy. Each student
is given a "textbook" which has
the recipes for 114 common
drinks. Carp then gets behind
the bar and demonstrates how
to mix each drink. The students
copy.
Carp, who has been
bartending for 11 years, says
the key to learning is hands on
experience.
"I tried . to memorize ~wo
books ~f drmks for ~y first Job,
and failed. I got b~hmd the bar
''Aw,

past three years, and has been a
and said 'what?"'
teacher for 11 years.
Marecelonis agrees.
She said she is in the class
"After you've made a drink
six times over you tend to because she would like to tend
bar as . a second job on
remember it."
· If the bartender should weekends and in the summer.
Usually she works with a
forget the recipe of a drink, and
they do sometimes, they can partner, who will call out the
always fall back on their recipe drinks for her to make. Tonight
file, which Marcelonis says she is working alone because
her partner couldn't make it to
every bartender has.
"In case someone asks you the class.
She says she should be able
for something simple like a
sombrero and you can't to get a job when she graduates.
Mill has had some
remember it- it's right there,"
experience working behind the
she said.
The recipe file also contains bar at private parties, but says
specialized local drinks. such as the certificate is what she needs
Durham's "Hop, skip and go to get a job elsewhere.
Sean Danico, 30, is a busboy
naked."
Marcelonis rattles off the at Newicks restaurant in
ingredients of this famous Hampton. He has been
concoction: ¾ ounce Vodka, ¾ promised a job behind the bar
ounce Gin, · ¾ .ounce Rum, when he graduates from the
Grenadine, Lemon mix and course.
Marcelonis is sitting across
topped with beer.
Students graduating from the bar from him, calling out
the course receive a certificate drinks for him to make. Soon
stating just that. According to there are ten drinks lined up in
Carp, the school is well enough front of Marcelonis, colors
known that employers will hire ranging from yellow, to red,
graduates, knowing they have green and brown.
Danico sees bartending as
been well trained.
Students in the course range something he can always fall
in age from 17-65. Most come back on when he needs to .
"Its a respectable job, the tips
because the course has been
recommended to them by a are good. It's something you
friend. Some students are don't have to worry about how
looking for a second job -as a long you do it," he said.
Danico attempts King
bartender, or, because they
want to change their vocation. Alphonse, similar to the angel
People become bartenders tip, but without the cherry on
because it is a · universal top. He doesn't have any better
occupation, and the money is luck with the cream, pouring it
in too hard causing it to mix
good, Carp said.
"Bars are always busy. As with the creme de caco.
things get bad the liquor Marcelonis laughs as he misses
the spoon, spilling cream on the
industry picks up."
Sitting in front of Gloria bar.
James Fitta, 20, is looking
Hill, another student enrolled
in the course, .are 85 three by for summer employment,
five index cards. On the front of hopefully on the beach. He is a
each card is the name of a UNH sophomore, taking this
drink. On the back, the recipe. semester off. Presently he
Lined up in front of her are a , works at McDonalds restSingapore sling, California aurant, "just passing the time."
Fitta will be going back to
root beer, martini, and a
bloody mary. She didn't have school next fall, and changing
to look at the recipies for any of his major from Busi,ness
these, and it doesn't look like Administration to Psychology.
she will have to for the other 81 He prefers psychology because
it allows him to approach
drinks she will mix tonight.
Hill has taught high school BARTENDER, page 11
· Biology in Portsmouth for tqe

Concert at Exeter
EXETER - The Phillips Exeter Academy Orchestra will
present a program of music featuring the winners of the .
annual concerto competition.
This year, seven students were selected to appear in the
_ orchestra, which will perform works by Bach, Beethoven and
Marcello.
The concert, which will be performed March 13 at 6:30
p.m., will be performed in Phillips Church and is free and
open to the public.

Corrections
Internships offered by the Political Science department are
open to both Political Science majors and non-majors. It was
incorrectly reported that 9nly majors were accepted in the
February 18 edition of The New Hampshire.

Readers n?ting errors ~n The New Hampshire may report
them by cal/mg News Editors Maggie McKowen or Barbara
Norris or Editor Greg Flemming at 862-1490.

Weather
Today will be sunny with highs in the 50's accordin; to the
National Weather Service in Concord,
Tonight will be partly c-loudy with lows in the 20's followed
by a chance of rain and snow and highs in the 30's on
Saturday.

Bartenders mix drinks. Students in bartending class find the job isn't as easy as old hands make it
look.
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Editor optimistic

Granite is setting a new course

EXTRA SCENERY
Mary Brown waits for the Karivan
downtown with her painting. ( Carolyn Blackmar photo)

By Lori Shields
. how they've handled the 5,000 books, The-- Granite
"A yearbook is the greatest
situation (reestablished the remains in debt.
advertising piece a school has.
reputation of The Granite)."
Part of Davis' plan is to
If it's not done well it could
In 1982, Scott Wilson began inc or po rate a It er native
destroy someones memory ten
the revitalization process as programs through SAFC,
years from now," said John editor-in-chief; Davis was then relieving the pressure on the
Davis, editor-in-chief of The assistant editor.
Student _ Activity Fee. He
Granite.
Over the course of one year believes by switching to a
Memories stirred by pictures
Wilsonfinishedandputoutthe . mandatory fee for the
and writings, by layouts and by 1980 and the 1981 yearbooks, yearbook, it-would solve many
figures since forgotten can be while continuing work on his existing problems. There are
one of the most important parts book, the 1982 Granite. The currently 12 options open for
of school days gone by, 1982 book, however, was speculation, and Davis is
according to Davis. This sense finished and put out late, in the recommending to SAFC that a
of excitement is what he and his fall of '82.
commission be set up to review
staff are working for in this
·
According to Davis, one of alternate systems. ·
year's Granite, and in books to Wilson's problems was out of a
The final decision is left up ~o
staff of nino executive po~it.iuu~ t.ht: SlUllt:m Senate. Davis said
come.
The UNH Granite has had a only one person was not this year's budget allowed for
bad reputation in the past. graduating. This meant only some experimentation, with
Over the course of 25 years one person would be available the senior section being in
Davis said he believes to help get things rolling on the color, more pages for
something is wrong with the new book.
advertizing-a higher quality
entire Granite system and he
Davis and Barb Wither, the
book altogether. But major
intends to correct the system; if business manager, hired a new changes, if there are to be any,
not in full, at least get things staff of mainly sophomores and will start next year, he said.
started.
juniors, and Davis said he is
In the meantime, Davis says
He already has one thing ·very pleased with his choices.
he has high hopes for this year's
going for him - a good staff.
According to Davis, many of book. Production is right on
"The staff works as one for the problems they are now schedule, and he feels his staff is
the yearbook; an all for one facing stem from the budget, one of the best. With all the
attitude," said Davis, "] can't which works on an inflationary outside pressure they are facing
compliment them enough as to increase.
there is even more of a drive to
A subsidy of $6.00 per book get this year's book out on time.
has been given when the actual
There are already high hopes
cost is $12. ln order to comply for next year, Davis said. At
with the Student Activity Fee least 50 percent of this year's
Council (SAFC), the Granite staff is staying, and of the nine
ha~ _to reduce the_ir . tudent YEARBOOK page 27
'
Handler was going to talk act1v1ty fee. Even prmtmg only
about the future•of computer
services at UNH but he said she
did not have any special news
or announcement."
Kevin· Sperl, senior
programmer for the UNH
DEC 10 computer, announced
. that computer vendors will be
at UNH during spring break to
By Dan Ryan
one of the best-kept secrets in
demonstrate their computer
While millions of people the poetry world, Bronk is one
products. He _s~id the schedule
across the nation were of the more abstract poets of
is not yet defm1te.
.
watching the final episode of our time.
Cerny said, "The trend_ ~s
M*A*S*H Monday night, the
Bronk appeared as part of
going to be toward Super-m1m- lddles Auditorium in Parsons
the
UNH Writers' Series,
computers."
Hall was half-filled with
UN H's DEC 10 computer literature fans listening to poet presented by the Friends of the
costs over $250,000 a year to William Bronk read from his Library.
Bronk's popularity has been
maintain, according to Cerny. works.
growing
in recent years. New
He said the DEC 10, which is
Selections, taken from his
seven-years-old, takes too book "Life Supports: New and York Governor Mario Cuomo
Bronk to read a poem at
much space and is not easy ~o Collected Poems," won Bronk invited
·
house because it needs an air- the 1982 American Book his inauguration.
BRONK, page 11
Award for poetry. Des_c~ibed as
COMPUTER, page 13
--------------------------------------

C-omput er user f ees are Ch anged .
By John Ouellette
Changes in computer usage
fees were announced at the
March Monthly Computer
User's informational meeting
held Thursday in the Forum
room of the Dimond library.
Executive Director of
Administration for Computer
Services, Al Shar, said the
changes mean an undergraduate pays $15 for the first $25 of
computer time and pays a
second $15 for an additional
$75 worth of computer time.
Also discussed at the meeting
were:
Future trends for
computer science at UNH.
- A new computer literacy
committee.
- Summer session courses.
- The future of the UNH
DEC 10 computer.
- Vendors coming to UNH
to demonstrate computer products.
The computer usage fees are
charged to each student
common access number, which
is used for out of class work,
and not to student class

numbers, which are free,
according to Jim Cerny, team
leader for applications for the
programming library.
Cerny said that the fee may
bewaivedforlimitedcomputer
~sage if reque.sted by the course
instructor.
"The pay scheme does not
really apply to computer
science majors," he added.
··The !ees are not there to cu,~
people 1f they have a need,
Cerny sai~. "It's, to ~ake
people realize they re usmg a
valuable resourse."
A report in the newsletter of
UNH Computer Services, OnLine, which Cerny edits, said
the purpose of the fee is to
control usage and not to raise
revenue.
"The computer has been
used by avid game players,"
Cerny Said. "It's not just a
substitution for funs pots."
Evelyn Handler was invited
to the User's Meeting as a guest
speaker but cancelled due to
scheduling conflicts.
John Hose, executive
assistant to the president, said

Poet William Bronk
reads from work

Nine percent drop
in the junior class
By Heather Ross
There has been a 9% drop in
the enrollment of the junior
class between the fall semester
of 1980 and this past semester,
according to statistic reports
put out by lnstitutional
Research here at UNH.
Stephanie Thomas, head
registrar at UNH, said a major
reason behind this drop is the
fact that the number of
transfers has dropped in 1981
from 708 to 515 in 1982 during
the fall semester. This is a
decrease in enrollment of 27
percent.
Thomas said that UNH is

not unique in the respect that
less students are transferring
here and more students are ·
withdrawing for financial
reasons.
Thomas said that there
would be no implications of
classes being dropped or fewer
classes- offered· as a result of this
drop in enrollment. ·
The actual figures for the
junior class in the fall of 1981
was 2298. In 1982, 2071 juniors
were enrolled at UNH.
At the same time the junior
class dropped in enrollment,
JR. CLASS, page 24

UNH Juggling Club member David Agran shows his talents. The club's first "Livffiee or juggle" .
convention is set for April 23 in the gymnasium. (Jim Millar photo)
...
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Volleyball player iS injured
CHARGE!=

An employee of Kingsbury
A resident of Smith Hall
· On Tuesday, Evangeline M. H_all re~orted that a small
Dill, of Plaistow, N. H. wmdow m his office had been reported that someone I;iad
reported a "Hit and Run" broken between 9:00 p.m. on entered her room and removed
accident which occurred on Monday and 12:00 noon on $25 from her wallet while she
was out of the room.
Friday in Lot B. Damage Tuesday.
incurred to the left front
A UNH student reported
bumper and left front headlight __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._:.__ _
that her bicycle had been
is estimated at $172.99.
taken from the outside area of
A Public Safety Officer was -==
· ________-___ } Demeritt Hall. The bike is a
one speed bike and is valued at
dispatched to the Burley
Tuesday evening a Public
Demeritt Farm for medical aid Safety Official was dispatched approximately $35.
on Tuesday. The victim had to New Hampshire Hall to
been kicked by a cow and assist with medical aid. The
suffered a laceration on her victim was playing volleyball
American Heart
right thigh. She was and dislocated his right
transported to the Wentworth- shoulder. The victim was
Association
Douglas Hospital in Dover for transported to the Dover
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
treatment.
Hospital for treat_ment.

It's the weekend

·P olice NeUis:.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throug~out the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 15 ~
of t_he Memorial Union ~uilding, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hou~s: Monday-Fnda~ 10 AM-2 PM., Academic year subscription:
$18.00. T~1rd class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check t~e1_r ads the first_ day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
respo~s1ble for typogra_ph1cal or other err?rs, but will reprint that part of an
~dvertl~ement m which a typographical error appears, if notified
1mmed1a!ely. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hf!mpshire, 151 MUB,_UNH, J?urham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
prmted by Journal Tnbune, Biddeford Maine.

Formula set for NH industry
patterns of industry which
would aid in planning
industrial policies within the
state."
The formula consists of five
variables which were applied to
221 New Hampshire towns, in
the 1982 study. Areas with a
population of less than I00 or
over 15,000 people were
eliminated because of size
constraints.
The five variables are
population size, market
proximity, highway access,
presence of industry in 1970,
and whether or not the
community had a Development Group.
"The variables were drawn
from other studies done on
industrial location," Luloff
said. "Conceptually, it has been
shown that these factors are all
important but, by no means are
these the only factors," he said.
"These factors that we used are
just a rather conservative
. approach to Industrial

Location Theory."
"The model, · a logit
regression, relates the
probability of gaining an
industry, between 1970 and
1978, to each of the five
variables used in the formula.
Overall, the model fit was quite
good -- approximately 90
percent of the variance in the
model was explained," he said.
Luloff was surprised by the 90
percent accuracy of the
formula.
"At first, we checked it over
several times, in case of a
mistake. It is a sound statistical
model, and one of the better
theses I've been involved in,"he
said.
The study accomplished two
things, according to Luloff.
The first was to generate
information on rural
industrialization in New
Hampshire. The second was to
create a procedure by which

FORMULA, page 20

Attn: Juniors & Seniors

A
PILOTS WANTED - You can receive the finest
flight training in the world! Immediate
openings available for winter and spring
term graduates. Qualifications include
U.S. Citizenship, maximum age 28. NO
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
SPECIAL BREED OF AVIATOR - Manage modern

aircraft, ·operate the most advanced electronic systems in the sky, and be a
member of the finest aviation team in the
world. Immediate openings for winter
and spring term graduates. Must be a
U.S. Citizen, maxim urn age 30. NO FLIGHT
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

Don't ruin Spring Break

MATH/SCIENCE/ENGINEERING MAJORS- Develop

your professional skills in the nuclear
field. Fully paid graduate level education.
$18K to start, $34K in 4 yrs. Up to $21 K
in college scholarships available to juniors
and seniors. Requires 1 year Calculus
and Physics. Must be U.S. Citizen. Maximum age 27.
MANAGEMENT - Opportunities for college
seniors managing personnel and equipment in marine environment. No experience required. Fully paid training program.
$16K to start, $26K in 4 yrs. Benefits
include free medical, dental, post graduate education. Position requires good
health, U.S. Citizen, age 19. International
travel can be expected.

Your NAVY Representative
will be on campus
March 7, 1983
Sign up at the Placement Office for an interview
or call (617) 223-6216 for an appointment.

Don't burn away your fun

PRE-TAN
Uppercut's tanning booth
student rates

-

Durham Shopping Center
868-7363
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Durham opens new bagel shop
'Bagelry' set
to open in

several weeks

retaurants in the past. Before
moving to the area he worked
in a New York bagel shop to
learn how to fix and work the
machinery used to make
bagels.
Daniels said his shop wifl
offer · sandwiches on bagels
using various meats, tuna, and

cheese. The shop will also offer
tossed and potato salads as well
as cole slaw.
Lisa Hicks, junior Community Planning tp.ajor~ said she
thought the idea was '"great".
"I really like bagels, it'll be
nice to be able to get fresh
ones," she said.

FRIDAY, March 4
10TH ANNUAL UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL CLINICS: David Seiler,
festival chairman. Paul Arts and Memorial Union. For more
information contact music department, 862-2404
HOCKEY ECAC QUARTERFINALS: vs. Boston University.
Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. Through March 5.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Candide. Voltaire's satiric novel ·
adapted and directed by John Edwards; music by Larry Allen.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. General $4; UNH students and
employee/ senior citizens $3. Through march 5.

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: Tale of
Genji; and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. MondayWednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday IO a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Friday and university holidays. Through
March 9.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: vs. Cornell. Field House, I p.m.
HOCKEY ECAC QUARTERFINALS: vs Boston University.
Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
CONTRADANCE: The Blackwater String Band. Sponsored by
Fireside and Outdoor Educational Programs. New Hampshire Hall.

According to co-owner
Warren Daniels, the restaurant
will offer everything from pizza
to bagels to desserts.
He added that his shop is the
only bagel bakery between
Boston and Portland, Me.

7:30 p .m . S2

MUB PUB: T.A.S.T.E. will present Thin Ice, this year's Talent show
winner. Memorial_Union, 8 p.m. UNH ID/ proof of age required. $1.
10TH ANNUAL UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL: Competition for high
and middle school jazz bands, combos and choirs. High school
bands and combo in Memorial Union; middle school bands and
choirs in Paul Arts. 8 · p.m. Preregistration required. For more
information contact music department, 862-2404.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Candide. Voltaire's ·satiric novel.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. General $4; UNH students and
. employees/ senior citizens $3.
SUNDAY, March 6

Warren and Elise Daniels. (Jennifer Kieth photo)

LS&A career day held today
By Deirdre Wilson
The fifth annual Career Day
for Life Science and
Agriculture students at UNH is
being held today in the
Strafford Room of the MUB
from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Career Day is a program
sponsored by Alpha Zeta, the
LS & A honors fraternity. It
will feature 19 representatives
from career and educational
institutions.
Attending the program will
be repres_e ntatives from

.CALENDAR

SATURDAY, March 5

By Consuelo Congreve
In two or three weeks the
"Bagelry" a bagel bakery and
restaurant will be opening next
to the Shop and Save in
downtown Du~ham.

"Durham needs something
different," said Daniels. "I
wanted to go into restauranting, I wanted something with
character."
.
"I wanted something with a
draw, and bagels are very
popular," he said. "They
(bagels) are moving out of the
big cities and into smaller areas
like Durham.
Daniels, who shares
ownership of the shop with his
wife Elise, has a business
background and has worked in
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U pj ohn, Agway. Cobbs.
International Paper, U.'S .D.A.
Forestry Service, and
. U .S.D.A. Soil Conservation
Service. Representatives from
the Peace Corps and
Cooperative Extension will
also be available to talk to
students.
In addition, UNH faculty
members will be available to
discuss graduate school
possibilities.
Gary Stuer, president of
Alpha Zeta, said that

"representatives will meet with
students and discuss job
openings, what the company
can do for the student, and
what the student's educational
degrees can do for them.
Chairperson of the Career
Day program Sue· Wojcik said
that all of the companies
represented at the program
have job openings. "Those that
did not eliminated themselves
frol!!_ the program."
LS&A, page 24

1ntroduc1na

The Bottom Drawer
Prestigious name brands made for catalogues

40% to 60% off

*Polo
* Ta/bots
* CarrofReed

MONDAY, March 7
UNIVERSITY ART GALERIES: Prints of Prince: Tale of Genji; ·
and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9.
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK AT UNH:
Interdisciplinary dialogues, films, music, slide presentation·s,
theater and speakers. For more information call student activities,
862-1001.
ANDREA DWORKIN: "Pornography and Male Supremacy."
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. A Booksigning will
follow. Celebrate National Women's History Week at UNH.
TUESDAY, March 8
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: Tale of
Genji; and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9.
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK AT UNH: For more
information call student activities, 862-1001.
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: A recital offlute music
by women composers. Peggy Vagts, music department. Paul Arts,
noon. Celebrate National Women's History Week at UNH.
FACULTY LECTURE/RECITAL: Guest composer Arthur
Berger will lecture and pianist Christopher Kies will perform.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: Feminism, Pacifism and World
War I, Jean Kennard, English. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m. Celebrate National Women's History
Week at UNH.

University Theater
1982-83 Season

Our 60th Anniversary

presents

<CAJN[D)II]D)IE
Voltaire's satiric novel

Cotton Sweaters
$15-$20
Cotton Blouses
$16-$21
Cotton Skirts
$20-$24

Adapted and directed byJohn Edwards
Johnson Theater

Music by Larry Allen

Paul Creative Arts Center

University ofNew Hampshire
March 1-5 at 8 p.m.

Durham

March 2 at 2 p.m.

Previews: February 27 and 28 at8 p.m.

Don't be left out _
on soring fasn1ons
Marshall's Mall Portsmouth

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: Tale of
Genji; and contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9.
MUSO FILM: ·Thildren of Paradise." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m. only $1 or season pass.
10TH ANNUAL UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL CONCERT: Eddie
Daniels, Alan Dawson, James Williams and Whit Browne will
perform as a combo. The UNH Jazz Band will also perform.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. General $4; students $3. Tickets
available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office and at the door.
MUB PUB: Sunday Night Special. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH
ID/ Proof of age required. Admission charged.

Hours

General: $4

Previews: $1

USNH students/employees/alumni, and senior citizens: $3
Reservations: (603) 862-2290

Mon-Fri. /0-8

Sat. /0-6, Sun. 12-5

Dinner theater packa9e-New En9land Center Restaurant
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IIOTICES
ACADEMIC

"WHAT COULD I DO W)TH A MAJOR IN
FAMILY AND CONSUMER STUDIES?"
Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising Center.
Thursday, March 10, Room 110, Murldand, 1 to 2
p.rn'..
.
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIM MARATHON:
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Now through
March 6, Field House swimming pool, during
open recreation swimming. Awards for team and
individual winners. No pre-registration is
necessary. Participants must check in and out with
lifeguard on duty.
MEN'S BASKETBALL, WOMEN'S BOWLING, AND CO-REC INTRAMURAL
INNERTUBE WATER POLO ROSTERS DUE:
Entry rosters due at Sports Managers meeting on
Monday, March 7, 5:30 p.m. , Senate-Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union. Roster forms may be
picked up in Room 151 , Field House or the
Commuter Center, Memorial Union. lfyou do not
,ui~h t u entPr ~ t p ~m h11t w n11lti l i lo > tn hP ~n<fpn tn ~
team you may sign up in either location. For
additional information consult your Rec Sports
Calendar or cal Rec Sports Hot Line at 2-1528 or
come to Room 151 , Field House.
UNH OUTDOOR POOL SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT: Position for lifeguard and head
lifeguard available June 22 to August 13, noon to 6
pm. Contact Ann Roberts, Recreational Sports,
Room 151, Field House 862-203 l.
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM INSTRUCTORS:
Saturdays, April 2 to May 21, Field House
swimming pool, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Pay rate is ·
$3.75 per hour. For more information, call Ann
Roberts, 862-2031.

CAREER

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Students receive
feedback on final draft on a first-come / first-served
basis. Friday, March 4, Room 203, Huddleston,
1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. For students who
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments.
Monday, March 7, Balcony Table, Memorial
Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Video Tape, lecture and discussion for
employment interviewing preparation. Monday,
March 7, Forum Room, Library, 6 p.m.
JOB SEARCH GROUP: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement/ Counseling and Testing.
Support group for job seekers. Guidance on
resume writing, interviewing and job strategies.
Mondays, March 7 to April 18, Schofield House, 4
to 6 p.m. For more information call 862-2010.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY FLOWER
SALE: Sponsored by Russian Club. Carnations
on sale for $1 each on Friday, March 4, outside
Memorial Union Cafeteria from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
MORTAR BOARD MEMBERSHIP: Any 1984
graduate with a G.P.A. of 3.25 or"higher may pick
up an application in Room 126, Memorial Union.
Applications due March 4 at 4 p.m.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING: Monday, Ma{ch 7, . Room 218,
McConnell, 7 p.m.

-

5C

PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL
8 1{2 X 11"

CIVIL ENGINEERING/ A.S.C.E. SPEAKER:
C.E.P.S. Dean Otis Sproul, engineer-in-training
examination. Tuesday, March 8, Room 311 ,
Kingsbury, l p.m.
MYSTICISM AND PSYCHOLOGY: The
Mystical Experience. Lecture and discussion led
by Bob Filocco. Tuesday, March 8, Room 104,
Conant, 7 to 9 p.m.
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING
WEEKLY MEETING: Thursday, March 10,
Forum Room Library, 7 p.m.

Secret intelligen~e
talk by Prof Wheeler
By Barbara Ohrstrom

The United States spends
$14 to $18 billion on spies and
secret intelligence said Douglas
Wheeler, UNH professor of
history. He spoke at a faculty
COMPUTER SERVICES
lecture series en..titled
"Espionage and History."
Non-credit courses for nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required . Call 862-3527 or :
Taxpayers should know
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
more about "secret activities,"
charge for non-USNH personnel. All course,s are
he said, since about 140,000
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
Americans are involved in 12
CP / M MICROCOMPUTER SOFTW AR_E
intelligence · services in this
CLINIC: Monthly offering that gives users of
country.
CP / M based microcomputers a chance to talk and
In the USSR, said Wheeler,
ask questions of staff and other users. Topics of
one million people are involved
discussion include common problems, techniques,
in spy activity. However, their
experiences with software, machines, vendors, etc.
T11f',;,fay_ March 8 from JO a.m. to noon.
bud2et is unknown.
TAPES: BACKUP: Explains how to store copies
Wheeler said everyday
of computer files on magnetic tape and retrieve
secrecy becomes more
them when needed. Prerequisites: Beginning
important because technology ·
Timesharing, Using Tapes. Wednesday, March 9_
makes us a more complex
from IO a.m. to noon. $2.
nation. The government is
more
involved in espionage
·
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
than ever before.
Citizens , he said, are
COUNSELING AND TESTING WEDNESDAY
NIGHT WORKSHOP: Test Anxiety-Strategies
ignorant in spy issues, and
for coping. Wednesday, March 9, Schofield
should know more about them.
House, 7 to 9 p.m. For more information call 862We are in the "Age of
2090.
Survelliance and Information",
according to Wheeler. We use
GENERAL
secret bank cards, have
surveillance mirrors in grocery
JOB BOARD: The student job board, located in
stores, and psychological tests
the Memorial Union, posts information about
to detect secrecy in corporate
available jobs and .how to apply for them in
Durham and the Seacoast area. Potential
executives.
employers may call 862-1524, Monday - Friday,
"Spymasters rise in politica~
8:30 to 4:30 for more information. The job board is
power," said Wheeler. Vice
sponsored by the Office of Student Activities.
President George Bush is the
FACULTY CENTER MEALS: Student gourmet
former head of the Central
chefs are back in full swing at the Faculty Center.
Intelligence Agency. Kremlin
Members can check their newsletter for upcoming
Andropov ran the K.G.B. for
menu items.
15 years. And the USSR
WILDLIFE SOCIETY WEEKLY MEETING:
commerates dead spies by
Public awareness wildlife experiences, field trips
and environmental education. ~ondays, Room
postage stamps.
104, Pettee Hall, 5:30 p.m.
According to Wheeler, Bob
LIFE SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE
Woodward and Carl Bernstein
CAREER DAY: Sponsored by Alpha Zeta - .
of The Washington Post
LS&A honors fraternity. Students are invited to
discovered the Watergate
come and talk with representatives from 20
Scandal through espionage.
different companies and organizations about
Their connection, "Deep
future careers. Information will also be available
Throat," has never been
concerning graduate and vet schools, summer jobs
and occupational education. Friday, March 4,
discovered. The news team
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 11 am to 3:30
broke stories through the
pm.
connection.
CONTRA DANCE: Sponsored by Fireside
"Espionage shapes wars,"
Program and Outdoor · Education Program.
said Wheeler.
Blackwater String Band. Saturday, March 5,
In World War II, for
New Hampshire Hall, 7:30 pm. Admission: $2.
example, the Allied Powers spy
MAIN LIBRARY HOURS: The Library will be
system convinced . Germany
open extended hours Friday, March 4 and 11 until
that the U.S. would land 500
11 p.m.
UNH BUDGET MEETING: General meeting for
miles ~orth · of Normandy. ·
students concerned with the present budget
Germany sent troops there; the
situation. sponsored by Student Senate. Tuesday,
March 8, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8
o.m.

•

CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450

UOOL·AJD--802-2293

U.S. landed in Normandy and
won the war.
Wheeler said the British
leaked the story to t_he
American papers that
Germany planned to ally
themselves with Mexico
against the United States. The
U.S . entered World War 1.
Wheeler said the first
recorded spy activity dates
back to 1800 when B.C. Rahab
of Jericho hid Israelites within
the city walls. But Wheeler
believes spies were probably in
caves.
Wheeler showed slides of
cartoons and photos of Lisbon,
Poi tugal.

The lecture was attended by
people who were staff
members and friends.
Connie Casas, a Durham
resident, said, "I found (the
lecture) very informative, and
Dr. Wheeler is very knowledgable."
Wheeler is working on a
book about espionage in
Lisbon during World War II.
He worked with U.S. Army
Intelligence in 1963-65 writing
correspondence courses for the
U.S. Intelligence school. . ·
Wheeler said, "I think it's an
important opportunity for
other facuiiy to discover what ·
others are doing in research." ·

20

DOUGLAS WHEELER

The right way to exercise
Joggers cover the landscape these days, thanks to our growing awareness
. of health and how to maintain it.
But how many of us are aware of the proper way to exercise? After good
exercise, according to the experts, we should experience a "pleasant sense of
fatigue." not total exhaustion.
And if you're a beginner with a rather sedentary lifestyle, it's wise to
check with your doctor to plan an exercise program that suits your needs.
The doctor can give you an exercise test to_ determine your present capabilities and to identify any potential hazards.
Basic information is also available from health agencies like the American Heart Association in your area.
In selecting your physical activity, remember that it should be something
you enjoy - and something you can enjoy the year around. It should be
something rhythmic and repetitive. like jogging. roller skating. swimming or
riding a bike. Exercise should challenge your circulatory system and the
pumping action of your heart. at an intensity that is appropriate for you.
And remember your warm-up and cool-down periods so that you increase your heart rate gradually and bring it back to normal gradually.
Follow the program regularly, at least three times a week, preferably not
on consecutive days .
And don't hunt for an excuse to avoid exercise!

I

I
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Field ·Experience increases job offers
By Mary A. Trowbridge

The UNH Field Experience
Program has increased the
number of quality jobs offered
to students.
The program has done this
by hiring two new student job
developers, Shirley Ewert and
Robert Korostynski.
According to Cheryl Esty,
field experience coordinator,
"the student job· developers
were hired to help meet the
increasing need of the students.
We have talented,- quality
people here. We're trying to
find good, academically related
jobs for them."
Esty said the job developers

were hired to assist in the job
developing area as students
who have had previous field
experience. Their experience
would be "a selling point to
prospective employers", she
said.
Ewart, a junior business
major, was Assistant
Superintendent of Transportation for New England
Concrete Pipe in Newton,
Massachusetts for her field
experience.
Ewart said her involvement
with the program has given her
another perspecitve, which she
uses to promote the program.
"My job with New England
Concrete Pipe gave me a better
understanding of how
companies operate," she said.
"I also know the type of work
students can do for a
company."
Korostynski, a senior
Communications major also

participated in a field
experience with Senator
Warren Rudman in Portsmouth, N.H.
Jobs are being developed for
students in the Whittemore
School of Business and
Economics, Life Sciences and
Agriculture, Liberal Arts, and
Engineering and Physical
Sciences.
This semester there are a
variety of students taking
advantage of this opportunity.
David Agran, a junior in
Economics, was placed at E.F.
Hutton in Portsmouth, N.H.
As a broker's assistant, Agran
has gained

insight into tho

economy and the operations of
a brokerage firm.
"I've been learning about
options, mutual funds, the
stock exchange and how
computers are being used in a
brokerage firm."
This job has given me
exposure to the investment
field, and because of this, I
know that I'd like to work in a
brokerage firm," he said.
Robert Tellier, a senior
Economics and Political
Science major is currently
employed by Kollsman
Instruments, in Nashua, N.H.
Tellier said he was working for
Kollsman Instruments when he
discovered that he could apply
what he was learning in school
through a field experience. ·
"I learned management
techinques that encouraged me
in school," he said.
Suzanne Durkee, .a senior
Anthropology major, shares

feelings similar to Agran 's.
"I've always been interested
in Anthropology, and now I
know I can get a job which
applies to my major."
At the Anthropology
Research Center (ARC) in
Boston, Massachusetts,
Durkee organizes and
reorganizes the resources at
ARC's library, and designs
flyers and advertisements for
the center.
•
"I'm directly involved with
the material, and I'm learning
and helping the center at the
same time," she said. "This
experience goes one step
beyond Iib1e11y

tcMJUH,C:)

"Shirley and Bob .. have
already increased external
contacts which will provide
additional positions for
incoming students," she said.
"They have been successful at
developing positons for this
summer and next fall."

American Heart
Association
·

,u1u

advising."
A unique position was
developed for Karen Patenaude, a junior Plant Science
major, at Dunfeys.. Family
Corporation. Patenaude
designs, and cares for plant
decorations for the executive
office building. She refers to
her position as "a highclassjob
which makes me feel like a
profes~ional."
Carol Bense, field experience
coordinator, says she watches
students gain confidence
throughout the course.
"For the first time for many
students, they are able to feel
that they are a part of the the
job and how it relates to their
academic experiences."
Esty expressed her confidence in the value of the
student job developers, and
said job development is already ·
well under way.

ill

Home OJ
Famous Brands
At Discount Prices!
The most comfortable
running shoe on earth
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
$37.99

Not to mention asphalt. With its EV A wedge and midsole,
Vibram Morflex outersole, and Lunaris Pillow footbed, it
achieves a level of comfort that's uniquely New Balance.

new balancelB
Available in a variety of widths.

RED'S~\o<"

0

Broadway

~

742-1893

WEEKDAYS 9:30-9.

"SHOE
BARN
Dover. N _I-I

SATURDAYS 9-5:30

_HOCKEY FANS!
If you can't make it to Snively Arena
for the playoffs, stay in tune with ·
Ed and Brian on 91.3 FM WUNH ..
THE WINNING TEAM

PRESENTS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS,
LISTEN TO THE WILDCATS
"HOUSE-BREAK" THE TERRIERS
OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY
. STARTING AT 7:25.
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away ...

&
THE MOVIE

1\1 \\,\ \1\\1

T~e human adventure is just beginning. ·

in the MUB PUB
Friday 8:00 p.m.
March 4th

----

FREE!

I

'

RESUMES
Electronically
Typed

BERMUDA
FT. LAUDERDALE
Best p'rices Available
CALL US SOON! -PATTI, ROB, BARB
868-1440

25 Copies
25 Envelopes
25 Extra Sheets of Paper
Selection of Paper
and Envelopes

CARE ABOUT
EYE CARE
Members
I
I

$15

American Optometric
Association,

Single Copies also made
Durham
RON GARY

i11111~
111111~

Cqpy·

Dr. Alie and Dr. Menard
·-

JENKINS COURT
DURHAM, N.H. 03824

868- 7031

Open Saturdays

For the Highest Quality
Contact Lenses ,.and
Vision Care

-

-··

+

476 Central Ave.
Dover,· N. H. 03820
603-742-5719

--··

· Jenkins Court
Durham, N.H. 03824
603-868-1012

The Most Sophisticated Training Ground
For Nuclear Engineering .
Isn't On The Ground.
~~

-;;r--

get them fast. Because
It's on a Navy ship,
in the Navy, as your
The Navy has
knowledge·grows, so do
more than 1,900
your responsibilities.
reactor-years of nuclear
Today's Nuclear
power experienceNavy is one of the most
more than anyone else
challenging and rewardin America. The Navy
ing career choices a
has the most sophistiman can make. And
cated nuclear equipthat choice can pay off
ment in the world. And
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear while you're still in school. Qualified
juniors and seniors earn approximately
reactors in America.
With a nuclear program like that, you $1,000 per month while they finish school.
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4
know the Navy also offers the most compreyears
with regular promotions and pay
hensive and sophisticated nuclear training.
increases, you can be earning as much-as
Every officer in the Nuclear Navy
. $40,500. That's on top of a full benefits packcompletes a full-year of graduate level
technical training. Outside the Navy, this age that includes medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands. and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you earn a place among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the qualified and respected professionals. So,
if you're majoring in
operation of the most
advanced nuclear
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
W 209 I math, engineering or
INFORMATION CENTER
I P.O.
the physical sciences,
propulsion plants
Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
send in the coupon~
ever developed. You
1
I D Please send me more information about
I
becominganofficerintheNuclearNavy.
(0NJ_
I
out more about
Find
get a level of technical
Name
the most sophistiand management
First
(Please Print)
Last
experience unequalled I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. # - - - - 1 cated training ground
1 City _ _ _ _ State_--'_ _ _ Zip__ I for nuclear engineeranywhere else.
You get important I Age _ _ _ tCollege/University_____ I ing. Today's Nuclear
:j:Year in Colleg
I Navy.
responsibilities and you &Major/Minor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r------------,

I
I
I
L

♦ GPA_____

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(Area Code)
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to furnish any of the information requested. Of course , the more we
know. the more we can help to determine the kinds of N ayy posi•
ti::.:o:::ci:.= q::y._ _ _ _ ~ U~ 2

I
I

Satire
•
magazine

planned
By Debbie St. Louis
and Kris Lenfest
Diapers for adults isn't a
normal topic for an aritcle, but
then Your face bothers me isn't
a normal magazine. .
According to Bill Carey, vicepresident of this production,
the new satire magazine will be
geared toward being funny and
making a point.
Bill - Carey and Xavier
Cronin, both seniors, have had
the idea of introducing a
satiric_a l_ magazine _ int_o VNII
for a long time.
..Students aren't interested
enough in important issues
these days." Carey said, .. We're
letting them get interested and
sho~ing them it can be funny."
Along with the diapers for
adults piece.the magazine will
also include stories on Nicks,
Reaganomics, Drug of the
Month Club, South Africa,
and Governor Sununu.
Funded by SAFC and
supported by the President of
Student Senate, Karen
Johnson, 2000 copies of Your
face bothers me will go into
production on March 18.
Both seniors hope students
will have new enthusiasm
about writing for UNH
publicat_ions. Carey encourages
writers to .. write about what
bothers you-what you think is
ridiculous."
Until now, student's writing
has been edited and limits have
been set on h~w far their
imaginations can go and how
crazy they can get. Cronin and
Carey disregard these limits
Although they may offend
some, they hope to give the
majority ·of people something
to think about through humor.
The magazine will include
essays, cartoons, and other
satirical material submitted by
students.•·The success of the magazine
i.s dependent on student
writers," Carey said. The
magazine is especially in need
of illustrators for the cartoons
that will supplement the
stories.
Anyone interested in writing
for the magazine should stop'
by the Student Press office,
downstairs in the MU B. The
deadline for submitting stories
is March 4.

roon't be 8 1 ..
heartbreaker

06
0

Stop~·
smoking.

_j

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

American Heart
As5ociation
WE'RE F\G\-11\NG FOR YOUR LIFE

f.
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----VACATION---.-(continued from page 1)
"The airlines are sold out and Lauderdale for spring break. _i_n Travel. Guay has booked 28 .
the kids are still coming," said . "The place was packed!" said UNH students so far, most of
Jody, also from University Molino. "Some people bought whom are going to Ft.
Lauderdale.
12 cameras!"
Travel.
However, Guay said her boss
David Davis, executive
After hearing friends talk
director of the Massachusetts about their trip last year, at Adventures in Travel. told
Port Authority, in a February Molino said she made plans to her the "UNH vacation week
Boston Globe article, reported go herself and set aside the has been slow overall."
This could be a result fo the
a seven percent increase over money this summer.
Although she would have agency's higher package prices
1981 in the number of
passengers who used Logan been able to afford the trip for Ft. Lauderdale, which start
Airport in 1982.
without the Delta-Polaroid at $355 plus 15 percent tax,
After March 31, the Federal reduction, Molino said money including airfare and hotel.
Sixteen UNH students will.
Aviation Administration will "would have been a lot tighter."
lift its flight restrictions,
John Kodac, a sophomore, be driving to Florida to·
imposed as a result of the air also began saving last summer windsurf for $135 each,
traffic controllers' strike, for his first Ft. Lauderdale including hotel.
The students will be riding in
making an even greater number excursion.
of travelers very probable.
Kodac says he's had to "cut two vans, one rented, and
Chris, of Saugus Travel back everywhere"to finance his towing a trailer containing
their equipment.
Agency, which advertises in · trip.

Fri. I sat. march 4 I 5
The PENCILS
f,.,aturing John Curtis of the Poussette-Dnrt Bnnd

Thurs. march 1o

The lVcw Hantpshirc,attribut-

MARY McCASLIN and JIM RINGER
plus special guest PATIY LARKIN
tfrl,ets nt Humphries Deli mu/ the Churr·h

Fri. march 11

RUBBER RODEO

Reduce your
taxes.
Support the
American Heart
Association.

ed increased bookings to the .
variety of promotional deals
the airlines are offering.
One example she cited was ·
offered by Delta Airlines and
the Polaroid Corporation.
Buying a Polaroid camera by
January 31st. entitled the
purchaser to a certificate
lowering the airfare on certain
Delta flights.
.
This deal enabled two people
to fly to Florida and back for
$198, she said.
Jean Molino, a UNH junior,
took advantage of this offer
and spent hours at the Polaroid
plant waiting for the certificate,
that is helping her to go to Ft.

OH NO!!!
IS IT TOO LATE?

"Sonn;timcs I ju:,t l.<1n't gu

out and I've had to give up a lot
of skiing days," he said.
Cindy Guay, a senior, has
managed a free trip to Bermuda
by working . as a student
representative for Adventures

"We're

crnm1ning

people

into hotels," said Morgan
Ruttman, one of the
windsurfers. "If more money
was available we would have
gone in a smaller group, but it's
cheaper this way."

ij i'bJ" l'ltuuILm

FIELD
EXPERIENCE

field
experience

field
experience

summer
deadline 3/16/83

summer
deadline 3/21 /83

field
experience

field
experience

summer
deadline 3/28/83

summer
deadline 3/24/83

NO ITS NOT TOO LA TE!
SUMMER JOBS STILL AVAILABLE
6 GARRISON A VE
DURHAM,NH
(ACROSS FROM STOKE HALL)
862-1184

ATTENTION:
By supporting the American
Heart Association you may:
• reduce current and future
income taxes
• avoid capital gains tax on appreciated securities or other property
• provide a lifetime income for yourself or beneficiaries
• avoid probate and publicity
• maximize new estate tax savings
It may pay you to inquire about
the American Heart Association's
Planned Giving Program by contacting your local American Heart
Association, 7320 Greenville Avenue, Dallas, TX 75231.

American Heart
J\ssociation
WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE

I,!!?
· We have several openings
for clerk/ drivers for the
current semester.
If interested, please
contact Mary J-Vahl. Call 862~1530
or stop by Health Services
between 8 a.m. and 4 p ..m.
Monday through Friday.

Leather Cortez
for Women and Men
$35.99

Gi'hmimI,m
Downtown Durham
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Five Positions
Available ·

Francis Kissling

immediately and for the 1983-84 Academic Year

Director of:
Catholics for a Free Choice
will speak on

The Programming Fund
Organization*
Business Manager ( 1)
Coordinators ( 4)

History of
Abortion Rights in America

-Paid Positions
-Involvement with Student Organizations
-Business & Managerial Experience

Thursday, March 10
7:00 p.m.
Horton Social Science Center, Room 210
(Not Carroll Belknap)

-Coordinates a $30,000 budget
Pick up application in Room 126 of the
MUB

Presented by
National Abortion Rights Action League
A Celebration of
National Women's History Week

Deadline: March 11
12:00 p.lll.
*funds non-Student Activi_
t y Fee Organizations

UNH Ski Club
Presents

Let Franklin Pierce College Show You Four Ways
You Can Have a Marketable Future. Earn Your
Bachelor of Science Degree With a Major in:

FREE Ski
Movies

COMPUTER SCIENCE
MARKETING

·8:00 p.m. Ham-Smith 216

~

t ':}

p

c~

All members and non-members are encouraged to
come. Members we NEED your support in
fund raising. GREAT long-sleeved skiing T-shirts
are now selling for $7 .50 each. Pick them up at the
movies and support our ski club.

ALSO
{}
• ,

.A..
~T

Offering A
FR~E Ski Tuning Workshop
on Mon. March 14
8:00 p.m. Ham-Smith 216

~
~
'

.A._

1

-~.............,.......,__----a*

.. . .....,______,.,,,.,....I
.

~T

ACCOUNTING
-

MANAGEMENT

For more information:
call 749-5587
431-2409
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--BARTENDER-(continued from page 2)

things in a "wholistic" way, as ·
opposed to the quantative
ap.l?roach necessary in
busmess. ·
Fitta sees bartending as "a
·good trade to have," one which
he can always fall back on.
Fitta has four more classes
until he finishes the course, he
says he will be ready to work in

a bar when he graduates.
The job of a bartender is best
defined by what he shouldn't
be, according to Fitta. And,
what a bartender shouldn't do
is offend anyone . He is
supposed to be the person
behind the scenes, there when
needed, but otherwise not too
obvious.

---BRONK--(continued from page 3)
"He is very serious," said of time,' he said, "we know
Charles Simic, a UNH English what men felt. Their trivial
professor. "His style is difficult times are so much ours ... the
to pin down. He's like present is very long.
Dirkini.on

and

His:

WalJace

Stevens; he views our lives as
nothing except ourselves
making a world out of our
needs. He's a very philosophical poet: he fooks at the great
questions about creation and
time."
He is well-known in the New
York area.
Bronk has published poetry
for 40-years. In fact, according
to Simic, the term 'the Bronx' is
in reference to some of his
ancestors.
The tall, 65~year-old silverhaired man's serious tone
captivated the audience.
He discussed the timeless
nature of man's existence. In a
poem called 'We want the mark

poem "CoJliqy On A

Bed," says, "This universe is
hopelessly insane; how would it
otherwise be meaningful...
passion is as hopeless and
meaningful as the universe."
Bronk's style of humor has
been compared to Herman
Melville, and can be seen in
"The Seemings." Bronk asked
if ours was "The best of all
possible worlds?"
"' Well," he arisw·ered,
"Almost. If the stress is on
possible."
''The River through the·
Mangrove Swamp" compared
hasty judgment to rivers:
"The boat rides on the
reflecting level as we do on
appearances," he said.

Watch For

THIN ICE
in .March

- - - - FIVE-MINUTE SOUP

Heart
Healthy
Recipe

t.
.
~aAmer1can Heart
y'AsSOCiafiOn
,

WE RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

4 cups chicken broth
half a raw cucumber, scrubbed,
unpeeled and sliced very thin
4 raw mushrooms, sliced
2 cups shredded raw green leaf
vegetable (spinach, lettuce or
cabbage)
tomato, cubed
½ cup leftover lean meat, shredded
Heat the broth. Add the vegetables and meat. Bring to a boil
and simmer 5 minutes. Serve
immediately.
Yield: about 1½ quarts
Approx. cal/serv.: 1 cup= 45
Heart Healthy Recipes are from the Third
Edition of the American Heart Association
Cookbook. Copyright © 1973, 1975, 1979 by
the American Heart Association, Inc.

w~oo ®'uo~ ~~
EXTENDED THUMB

1n the MUB -· pus -March 5
Doors open 8:30 p:m.
Admission: $1
UNH/1D & Proof of age required
RIDER EXCHANGE AIRED

8:10- & 4:10 Mon. - Fri.·

Presented by TASTE
(The Association for Student Talent & Entertainment)
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- - - - - - -~--MARKING-----------( continued from page 1)
- Members of the Board of
. Trustees should spend more
time on the University System
campuses, which include UNH,
Keene, and Plymouth State
colleges.
A line item budget would
show Sununu and State
legislators how the University
System plans to use the money
it gets from the State.
But Marking said Trustees
object to providing such a
budget · because with so little
state funding, they want to be
able to move the money around
within their budget if they need.
Although Marking said he
didn't object to giving Sununu
a line item budget, he said he
would oppose getting State
approval to spend money.
College presidents must have
spending requests approved by

the Board of Trustees, he said,
but shouldn't have to go any
further than that.
Sununu told University
System officials last week he
was ready to •·re-assess" his
proposed budget allocations to
the system.
.. What we're eventually
hoping is that we can come to
some agreement that will
permit the Governor to modify
his budget and add more
money to our appropriations,"
Marking said.
However, Marking said he's
.. certain" the University System
won't get all the money it
requested. He said he knows
there's support for the system
in the State House of
l:lepresentat1ves and "suspects"
there's similar support in the
Senate.
_

Marking described Sununu
- a former professor at Tufts
University - as sympathetic
towards the Universtiy
System's needs. Sununu told '·
Marking at their first meeting
that he'd "never have a better
opportunity to get strong
support" from a governor than
with Sununu, Marking said.
.. He's not going to be biassed
toward us," Marking said, .. He
can't afford that. But he has a
better opportunity (as a former
educator) to understand what
we 're up against."
Marking said charging
students in expensive programs
like Engineering arid Computer
Science a tutition surcharge possibly $200 to $300 more a
year - ••may be a necessity" to
pay the costs of those
programs.
.. If it's the only viable way to
really fund those programs,

then I guess there isn't any pay is still below what other.
choice," Marking said.
schools and businesses offer.
Marking said UNH and the :
Marking said Trustees
colleges have been cutting their should spend .. more productive
spending for the past few years time" on college campuses
and Sununu's original budget within the University System to
proposal for level funding to learn more about them. He said
the system next year - no cuts Trustees are often forced to do
and no increases -would hurt. jobs other people could do, and
At Plymouth, where are too busy to do all that they
Marking was President before should.
becoming Chancellor last
He said he saw his role on the
month, level funding would Board as a .. chief administramean a 15 and a half percent tive officer" or as a president of
cut in supplies, he said.
a private college president who
.. We could live without (the works closely with the school's
supplies)," he said, "but what trustees.
does that do to your
Marking said he wants to be
programs?"
an .. advocate" for the various
"We are so low in our campuses and plans to get to
funding right now that ~nycut" know the people and keep up
would be truly damaging to with what's happening at the
us," he said .
schools.
·
Marking said the system is
But he will work through the
"making some headway" in college presidents, he said, and
improving faculty salaries but will avoid "meddling."

We carry the "Top of The Line" from the best manufactures in the
business. We'll select the best perm for your hair type and hairstyle
from the 'Top 1O" we always have in stock.
HAIRWORKS UNLIMITED

~

It's Here at The New Hampshire!
Hours: M-S - 9-5 Th & F Eve Till 7

r---------1

STICK PRACTICE

I
I
I
I
I
I

.\/0.\'IH }-lR/JH >
I I :30a.111. - I :fJU1u11 .
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ICE RENTALS
A \'AILABLE
.\/ ·1 NCI/ ~, .If> IU I

SPRING COLLEGE LEAGl 'E
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Call For Details - 742-5463

110 PORTLAND A VE. DOVER

ON "DOVER A" KARI-VAN ROUTE
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--COMPUTER--

(continued from page 3)
· conditioned· room.
but he would. not define the
He also said that it is getting plan. There will be more news
harder to maintain because at the April user's meeting.
computer companies put more
'"There will be additions to
emphasis on newer products.
resources,,, Shar said.
Al Shar said computer
Ann Knight, director of
services has come up with a education services for
sketch of a three to five year Computer Services, said at the
upgrade plan. He said the plan meeting that planning has
has been approved by the started on summer session
Finance and Budget Committ- short computer courses.
e_e ~J}_g__J_l}e _Boarg_ of Trustees

Tomorrow's

Music ...

CUSTOM .T-SHIRT ~PRINT,JNG
B,usinesses. clubs. orga.ni,.ations .
Hats." totes. golf shirts~ sweatshirts·
Mariy styles available ·
'No ordet to'> small

Today.

N~.H. PRINTWORKS
3131 Lafayette Road

PETER C. GRE.IDl!R

.Portsmouth. N.H . 03801

603-431-8319

*THINK*
*SNOW*
Is it time
for a
March
Blizzard?

THINK
SPRING
March Break
is only
weeks
away!

2

From, TERA.DYNE

A Y~La,rge Seale Invitation
from, • Technology Leader
In electronics, the era of very large scale integration (VLSI) bas
arriz ed, leaving many companies with products suddenly obsolete
and engineering staffs struggling to catch up.
1

But not Teradyne. Thanks -to $50 million spent on R & Din
1979-81 , Teradyne was ready and waiting for VLSI.
Ready with VLSI memory testers, logic testers, analog testers,
board testers.
Ready in Boston, Ma . and Woodland Hills, Calif. , where
Teradyne dez 1elops A TE for the electronics industry.
Ready in Deerfield, Illinois, center for Teradyne 's telephone
system testing operations.
Ready in Nashua, New Hampshire, where Teradyne produces
backplane connection systems and state-of-the-art circuit board
technology designed to meet VLSI packaging requirements.

roon't be 8 1

heartbreaker
Exercise
· regu\ar\y •
--:::;.

American Heart

Ass()Ciation

·
RYOURLIFE
WE'RE FIGH1\NG FO

This kind of technology leadership spells growth. Excitement.
Challenge. Career opportunities
you just can't find anywhere else.
Teradyne. A company
ahead
itssome
time, good
lookingof
for
people to keep it ahead.
For more information, see
your Placement Counselor.

WE
MEASURE
UP.
·
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---GAYS--<continued fro QI page 1)
-to be a support and social office. The group also feels that
group for gay students on more people will attend the
next meeting since this meeting
campus
-to change students' had advertising problems.
perceptions of the Women's
Center
Freshman Jane Cooper said,
·. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -11111111

Your gift can make
·
a difference.

"In
most gay
groups,
there isthea
to split
between
tendency
men and women."
· Sophomore Bob Markus
said he wanted to prevent that
split from happening. He said
the group should acknowledge
the potential problem in an
effort to prevent it from
happening.
The group discussed possible
topics for meetings, such as WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
"Coming Out" stories.

American Heart
sociation

For the next meeting, tho

group wants to set firmer
objectives and start to find an

HEALTH SERVICES
QUIT SMOKING CLINIC
Will Meet a( the Senat~ Room, MUB
12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
March 7,_10, 14 and 17

Reverend John Garvey
Glenmary Home Missioners Room
Box 46404
Cincinnat~ Ohio 45246

Co-led by:
Laura Clause
and
StepheJl Johnstone

23

Name _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Open to students and employees

City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

For more information call
862-1987

•

ROSTER DUE FOR:
~

M.en's Basketball
Co-Rec Water Polo
Women Bowling
Hall Hockey

Mon/ March
Mon/ March
Mon/ March
Mon/ March

7th
7th
7th
14th

OFFICIALS fflEETIN&S
Anyone interested m officiating Men's Basketball and/ or Co-Rec Waterpolo are invited to attend.

Basket ball -

Thursday/March 10th - 6:30 p.m.
-

Fieldhouse Conference Room
Thursday/March 10th - 8:30 p.m.
Fieldhouse Conference Room
$3.75 per game
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-----SENATE----SFU is getting a list of instate students broken down
into their constituencies and
plans to contact those students.
Out-of-state students should
write to Governor Sununu said
Carroll.
According to Carroll, SFU is
preparing information packets,
available in the Student Senate
office, that will contain a fact
sheet on the budget problem,
suggestions for letter writing,
and the names and addresses of
legislators.
For students to be effective
they must know the issues so
legislators will listen to and
respect their opinions, Carroll
said.
SFU will not print form
letters because they think that
personalized letters are more
effective than form letters.
"The key to letters is
originality," said Gore. "A
form letter show no committment."
According to Gore, when a

American Heart
Association

(continued from page 1)
legislator receives approxSFU is· tentatively planning
imatey fifteen letters from other programs for the future
constituents on the same including student meetings in
subject he begins to think about Concord.
that subject more seriously.
Higher members of SFU will
Letters should have a be going to Concord to talk to
constructive tone and should the legislators and give them
contain the correct information the student perspective," said
to be most effective, according Carroll.
.
to Gore.
According to Carroll,
Students should write as general student response to the
advocates for quality education proposed budget is negative.
and should express their views "Students are concerned,
in a constructive manner, Gore afraid and becoming active.
and Carroll said.
They just don't know where to
Carroll said students should · send their energy," said
ask their parents to write as Carroll.
well because parents are
"We encourage more
traditional voters and their students to get in touch,
votes count in the minds of because it will take a unified
legislators.
student body to make an
Carroll said students should impact in Conc-0rd , "~~id Gore
talk with someone m the
Student Senate before writing ·
letters.
A meeting for the student
body concerning letter writing
will be announced in a few
weeks, Carroll said.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

: Johnson Hardware has part time
openings.

sales required. ,
.

.

CalJ Mr~ White 742-2028 for interviews

THE LITILE SISTERS
&

BROTHERS OF SAE

7

invite
ALL U.N.H. WOMEN
to
an informational RUSH on
Sunday, March 6, from 7-9 p.m.
COME AND LEARN WHAT THE
.
TTLE SISTER PROGRAM IS ALLJ
ABOUT!

Are you completely
happy with your face?

,
r, who won
contest. The couple driven in a luxury limo to Anthony's Pier 4 and a peri
the Schubert Theatre. (Tim Skeer photo)

Is your skin as healthy looking as you
would like?
We have a skilled aesthetician to help you with
your skin.

Is your skin dull, ruddy, fl.akey
looking?

Interested in Business?
Are you a Sophomore
or Freshman?

The New Hampshire
needs you.
The New Hampshire is currently hiring
an Assh,tant Business Manager
for the remaind9r of this
semester and the 1983-84 academic year.
The Assistant Business Manager will be
respons~ble for all aspects of billing
and will train
become Business Manager.

to

Deadline for applying is March 14
For more information come
to Room ·1 08, MUB

Maybe a sloughing is what you neeed to make
your skin baby soft.

r

Is your skin thickened dull and dry?

1

a retexurizing mask would make a noteable
diffe_rence in your appearance.

: Does your makeup flatter your good
~. points while hiding your bad points?

J

our aesthetician has studied with leading

~~ \ makeup artists.
· ·
--·
Are your eyebrows shaped to
maximize your eyes?
this simple procedure can make a big difference
in the way you look _.

Have our aesthetician help you with
these and any other skin or make up
problems you may have:
. European facials * eyebrow waxing * eyelash
· coloring * lip waxing * theraputic masks and
· treatments * bikini waxing
makeup lessons & applications.

La,
o..t..S...,...C....•0--.N.H.
161-13'3
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-Editorial
Stricter general education is better
The new general education requirements, to
affect all freshmen in 1984 and after, will be
tougher than they are now. They'll also make
better students.
There are arguments against any general
education requirements at all. What use,
students ask, does a History major have for a
course in Oceanography? Why does that
student need to know what percentage of-the
salinity of o~ean water is ,c hlorine? Students
often argue that they'll never use the
information again in their lives - if they

remember it - and many times they're right.
And now come even more structured
requirements for general education. Students
wonJt just have to take a certain number of
electives in the biological, physical, and social
sciences; the requirements will be broader, also
including courses in quantitative reasoning,
foreign culture, fine arts, literature, and
philosophical perspectives.
· •But the new · requirements are · better ··for
students in the same way general education is
good for students in the first place: whether
students will "use" the information later or not,

fhey will be exposed to the ideas in a variety of
academic areas.
Students often become facsinated with a
subject only after taking a course because it
was required; without that requirement, they
may never have pursued the subject at all. At
the very least, college graduates should be
familiar with a bro~d range of ac~emic ar~as.
- ll ·s uifficull - ~ometimes impossible - w
pursue new areas of learning after graduation.
If students aren't exposed to these ideas while
in college, it's likely they never will be.

Letters
Resignation
To the Editor:
I am compelled to respond to a
front page article by John Gold,
"Faculty leaving; hiring freeze on"
(Feb. 22, 1983) to point out some
errors.
Personally, I must correct the
impression implied by Mr. Gold's
interpretation of information from
Dean Sproul. He said " ... resigned
in January this year...". My letter
of resignation was accepted in
September of 1982, for January
termination, allowing 17 weeks to
hire a replacement. During that
time, I suggested several
candidates, reviewed resumes and
suggested people to teach parttime for Semester II.
My decision to resign was partly
because of low salary, but was
mainly a career decision.
The key issue and number one
priority at UNH is still quality of
education (and UNH's reputation). If this quality of education is
to be maintained, the salary levels
must be increased substantially to
retain and attract highly qualified
faculty and staff. Research ahd
laboratory facilities need to be
updated to give faculty and
students opportunities for career
development and improvement.
As a former UNH professor,
taxpayer, alumnus and member of
the N.H. business commmunity, I
remain deeply concerned about
.UNH's welfare and support any
efforts which will improve
conditions.
Kenneth H. Burt

Sigma Beta
To the Editor:
The letters addressed to me
(Lisa-Beth Sanford) were
slanderous, to use their terms. To
the President of Sigma Beta: How
·can you be every where at once and
see everything? This beating took

place outside of the building, but
on the fraternity's property
Calling me a liar is fudicrous; I
· have no reason to lie. This event
did happen and no person tried to
stop it. I have no personal vandetta .
against anybody at all. I wanted
the beating of my friend to b_e
publicized so that similar actions
would not reoccur.
To Rick Finnegan: For you to
make the statement that I was
under the influence of alcohol has
no basis whatsoever. I was at home
doing my school-work when my
friend called saying that he had
been assaulted. If I had been there
you would not have known who I
was anyway. You must have
dreamed up · those statements of
blatent slander (to paraphrase
your letter), I am sure my friend
did not lie about the beating, for I
saw his bruises.
I am now more than ever
disappointed with this fraternity
system. If this is the quality of
response that I receive when my
attempts were to have you and
· others take note of what some
times happens at keg parties, when
these things can and should be
avoided, if paid attention to. I
hope in the future that such events
will not happen.
Lisa-Beth Sanford

•
To the Editor:
Now it's my tum to jump into
this Sigma Beta mess. I have never
before written a letter to The New
Hampshire, but outrage and
frustration at the character
assassination of my friend have
now moved me to do so.
Regarding the letters in the
March I issue of The New
Hampshire by Mr. Knollmeyer
and Mr. Finnegan: Lisa Sanford
neither imagined, "dreamed up,"
or lied about the beating at the
Sigma Beta party on February 25.
She was not drunk, nor does she
have a "personal vendetta" against
Sigma Beta as those letters would
have us believe. What she does
have is an intense hatred of gang

Writing letters to the Editor
letters to the Editor for publication in The New Hampshire must
be signed and no longer than two pages typed, double spaced.
letters may be brought to Room 151 in the MU B or mailed to:
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151 , MUB, UNH, Durham, NH
03824.

beatings.
Mr. Knollmeyer claims that as
president of Sigma Beta, he is
"fully aware of everything that
goes on in the house." I was
unaware that elected offices, even
the presidency of Sigma Beta, give
people the gift of being all places at
all times. Or does Mr. Knollmeyer
mean that the four Sigma Beta
brothers didn't come forward and
admit beating up a guy for spilling
a beer?
As for fyir. Finnegan, I doubt if
asking four friends classifies as an
in depth investigation. Further~ if I
may paraphrase his letter, I am
offended that his blatant slander of
Ms. Sanford was given top billing.
If he thinks terms such as " ... the
scene Lisa-Beth Sanford dreamed
up," and " ... under the influence of
alcohol, Miss Sanford has a vivid
imagination," and ",-,--ruthles,s
personal attack...
aren t
slanderous, he should consult a
lawyer.
Approximately every other
month, an atrocity of some kind is
alleged to have occured at one frat
or another on the UNH campus.
These allegations are readily
d~nied as fiction by the fraternity
and its supporters, and the accuser,
as in Ms. Sanford 's case, is
generally blamed for inventing
charges and having these "personal
vendettas." Yet in the last five
years, ACACIA, Alpha Tau
Omega and Phi Mu Delta were
suspended.
I'm not advocating the end of
the Greek System. For better or
worse, it's an institution that is
here to stay. But it is time to start
taking seriously charges made
against fraternities, and time to
stop ridiculing the people who
have the guts to stand up and
complain when something is
wrong.
David K. Johnson

the misquotes,- e.rro rs and
misinterpretations in this article.
Before discussing details,
readers should understand the
context in which I felt impelled to
"grant" an "interview." Without
any warning, I was telephoned at
home by Mr. Wescott at about two
last Saturday afternoon. When he
asked me for an interview on
International Studies, I told him
that I preferred to answer him in
writing after he provided written
question~. He countered -that he
had an early deadline to get the
story into the Tuesday edition. I
bowed to his wishes on this
question, but pointed out that
there were documentary sources of
information he should consult as
well. In a telephone conversation
of about 10-12 minutes. I was
asked many questions, some of
which, as l clearly stated, I could
not answer or felt deserved no
answer. The information Mr.
Wescott thus obtained through
talking briefly with me, then, was
acquired rather hastily and
without checking or re-checking
the material with me. l concluded
the telephone conversation
convinced that the format of the
interview was due to a deadline for
Tuesday publication. The article
did not appear until Friday's

( continued next page)
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Errors
To the Editor:
The article, "New history major
in the works," by Jeff Wescott
published in your paper on Friday.
February 25, serves as an example
of unprofessional, to some exte_nt,
unethical. reportage. As actmg
Chair of the Program for
International Perspectives and the
Academic Vice President's
International Studies Committee,
I feel obliged to point out some of

editon. Following the rushed
interview, I heard nothing from
Mr. Wescott.
Beginning with a wildly
inaccurate and prominent
headline, "New history major in
the works" ( I would have preferred
"New International Studies
major"), it is obvious that the
reporter missed essential facts of
the story's background: first, the
major under discussion is not a
history major, but an interdisciplinary, cross-College, all
university program major.
Second, · this major has been
developed not just by Professor
McCann and myself who do
happen to be in the Department of
History, but in fact by a
Committee, originally of six
faculty members, including also
Professors John CarrolL(Jnst. of
Natural and Enviromental
Resources), John Kelly (Complex
Systems), Bernard Gordon
(Political Science), Marc Herold
(WS BE-Economics), to which
have been recently added other
faculty Professors John Seavey,
'(Health Studies). Helm-ut Pfanner
(German). and Donald Melvin
(Engineering). The majority of
courses. both core and elective. are

•
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University Forum
Room selection,.the lottery, and all that: it stinks
By. Bob Arsenault
After finishing my homework at 11 :30 p.m., I
took a shower and went to bed. The alarm clock
went off at 3:30 a.m.- time to get ready for school. A
quick shave, some breakfast, and then it's off to the
focal airport in Wichita Falls, Arkansas. Once there
I leap into my chartered Lear jet and take off into
the blue. Am I requested to grace the President's
presence? Am I an FBI agent off on special
assignment? The answer is no. I am Bob Arsenault
and I'm on my way to an 8: IO class at the University
of New Ildmp.shire. The plane i.s the only way to

commute since I was thrown off campus in the
• -room lottery. ·
The whole idea sounds pretty radical, but this
situation could exist on campus next semester. All
of the men on the second floors of Sawyer, Hunter
and Engelhardt are being ejected so that women can
move in a take thier places. If the men do not win a
room in the lottery, then they will have to find their
own housing next year.
According to Stuart Glover of Engelhardt, the
whole idea is correct but is being implemented in
the wrong way. He feels that those who have
seniority should be allowed to finish their college
career in a dorm on campus. Therefore, what the
administration has actually done is create an ex
post facto law. The dorms should be changed the
year after all of today's freshmen have graduated.
The only major drawback to Stu's idea is that some
people retain their freshmen st~tus for two or three
years and do not graduate for seven or eight; most
of today's administration will be dead or retired by
this time.
My current roommate in Engelhart, Dave
Ruffan, disagrees with Stuart. He thinks the whole
idea is stupid. More dorms is the answer to the
problem, according to him. He thinks there is no
reason why he should be moved out when the
school owns plenty of undeveloped land that could
be used for building living spaces.
There are, however, several drawbacks to this
idea. The first, is money. Where will it come from?
The State of New Hampshire has already decided
that the system's budget will not be increased, and
UN H's money is already strung out as far as it will
go. An example of this fact is that I had to pay a five
dollar copying fee just to read other peoples' papers
in English. In the February 15 issue of The New
Hampshire, it was stated that the science and
engineering departments would have to make due
without enough equipment.
It also related the fact that the University's
professors were underpaid by an average of almost
~ $3,500 per year and that a good portion of the
faculty were leaving for better-paid positions. If
Dave's idea were to come to pass, he would still

(continued)
not history courses, although there
will be appropriate historical
content in the core courses and in
the elective courses. The article
also failed to mention that this
Committee exists and that there
was a Program for International
Perspectives.
At least six times Mr. Wescott
misquoted me. I did not say, "It's
one of the ways we've sold this to
the administration", or that the
popularity of the Fall 1983
Modular course
to listed as
International Perspectives will
"determine the fate of the new

major." I said rather that the
registration in that important
course will be a significant factor in
program development. I did not
say that we had submitted three
applications to the Department of
Education "without any
response . " I said that two
applications had not been awarded
funding and that we were waiting

have his room, but he probably would not have any
classes because there would be no teachers and his
room and board would be about $13,000, much less

too much of a hassle and a waste of time to live in an
apartment when he could go to another local school, pay less, and live at home with his family.
He feels that the school has taken his money and
time and given him no security back. He is right to · ··
think that he deserves a room next year. The only
problem is that it may not come to pass for him.
A lot of blame for the present situation can be
placed directly on Residential Life. Dan Hines, also
of Engelhardt, honestly believes that they do not
know what they are doing half of the time. He
thinks that they have absolutely no consideration

1he111 the; $18,000 out of .sttttc fee. The only wtty to

fo r the .:,tudc;nt5 bc-iu 0 t.lu uw11 uff1,;e1111pw,. Hi~ point ·

It's like paying for an ocean
cruise, and then gettingthrown off the ship

realistically implement this idea would be to evict
· Evelyn· Handler and convert her mansion to- a ·
dorm. Who knows, if we sold her silverware, there
would be enough extra money to build a monorail
to connect all the buildings on campus.
The general consensus of my dorm was that
everything should be left the same. Personally, I
think that these people have been reading too many
excerpts from the John Birch Society's Theories on
the Evolution of Government.Colleges can not be
static.
There are more women than men at UNH.
Obviously, then, there is more money coming from
the women and, by economic necessity, their needs
will be catered to first. So, even though my gut
reaction to getting tossed out of my room is hatred,
the businessman . in me says that profit is the
all-driving motive and that the school is responding
in the only logical manner.
Still, they are going about the whole process of
capitalism rather coldly. Jim Durdam of
Engelhardt said, "It's as if we had paid for an ocean
cruise, and halfway between California and
Hawaii, the captain found a higher paying
customer and threw me off the ship." We are getting
the proverbial shaft. The school either cannot or
will not take any responsibility with regards to the
housing arrangements of the students who will lose
their places on campus.
Remember, too, that not only local studeots are
affected by this rule: anybody who lives in the
continental U.S. can be thrown off campus. If one
can claim any foreign ancestry, he or she may be
able to get into Smith Hall, but don't hold your
breath waiting. For some of the students who get
thrown off campus, it will mean the end of college,
at least the U of NH. Apartments are hard enough
to find already. With an extra 200 people looking
for a place to live near the school, the rooms will go
to those who can afford to pay the most. Those
peole forced to look for apartments further from
the school may have to drive cars to school. The
problem with driving a car is that you must own a
car first. Cars cost money.
Stephen Allen of Engelhardt says that it would be

to hear on the third. The proposal
amount mentioned in the article
was only for one year of a two year
proposal and 1 used the word
"may" not the word "should"when
discussing the timing of a Federal
response. When discussing how
the program and major might fare
before the Senate I did not indicate
that I could see no difficulties
ahead.
As for the quotations which
were stated to come from
Professor McCann, I cannot check
their accuracy at this moment,
except to note that I informed the
reporter that there was an
extensive published interview with
Professor McCann in a number of
last year's New Hampshire
International, published by the
International Student s Office.
There is at least one other factual
error concerning the major .
requirements . There is only one
requirement for an International
Field Experience and the
additional citing of "A semester

abroad or in study of international
commerce or foreign studies" is
redundant or an error of
transmission, or both.
I am usually delighted when the
Program for lnterriational
Perspectives receives notice and
publicity, but this article has
generated needless confusion and
misunderstanding. This could
have been avoided if greater care,
discretion and time had been
applied . The story of the creation
and availablility of a new, unique
cross-College major at UN His one
which students and faculty would
like to have, as long as it is precise
and clear. For those in the UN H
community who would like more
information on the program, the
major and International Studies,
please feel free to write or call me
(862-2398 or 862-1764) or Gail
Sandberg (862-2398).
- ·
Douglas L. Wheeler
Acting Chair, Program for
International Perspectives and
International Studies Committee

1

of view, however, is influenced by the fact that he
has lived in the same room for the pasHhree years.
After three years of being a good student and a
faithful bill payer, he feels that he is being cut off
like a wart.
Exactly what, if anything, is the Residential Life
organization doing for the future evicted students?
They have created a priority waiting iist on which
they plan to place the names of students who
previously lived on campus but lost in the lottery. ·
These people will be the first to get rooms when noshows and drop-outs occur. This idea is good in
theory but it really doesn't hold up to close scrutiny.
The Residential Life Office says that it will inform
people throughout the summer as to openings in
dorms. That's fine until one realizes that one cannot
take for granted that a room will open up during the
summer.
Jeff St. Cyr of Engelhardt, said they he would be
forced to look for an apartment now for security's
sake. "Looking for an apartment means putting
money down on it or signing a contraot. Once the
contract is signed, the money must be paid
regardless of whether or not the apartment is lived
in. This means that even if a dorm space did open
up, a student might have to pay for the apartment
and the dorm room. I don't know about the rest of
the people on campus, but I think that this·
constitutes a lack of foresight.
W!}y didn't Residential Life take into account all
of these negative factors when they wrote up the
rules behind this piece of legislation? It certainly
could have been much more carefully written.
Some of the things that they could have done
include: guaranteeing students who must lose thier
rooms, places on campus next year; limiting the
number of incoming freshmen and transfer
students; and giving students who have to move
away free -passes on the Kari-Van so they can at
least save some money.
The way things stand now, after a careful
consideration of the possible results, I must say that
the process of room selection stinks.
Bob Arsenault is a freshman who lives in I
Engelhardt Hall.

Quiet hours
To the Editor:
Despite the bad reputation of
Stoke, aren't you people trying to
enforce strict rules to make this
hall a better place to study? I
wonder then, what is the meaning
of quiet hours? And why bother
having quiet hours unless they are
effective? (which by the way, they
are not.) I can give you a great
example of the strict enforcement
of quiet hours in Stoke.
The people that reside _d irectly
above me study almost 20 hours a
day. What they study is interesting.
One of their toughest classes must
be basketball, because they
practice bouncing daily and
consistently. I have noticed that
they are quite dedicated because
they will not hesitate to practice at
2:00 a.m. I think another one of
their important classes is some

1

type of music class, perhaps music
theory. My reason for thinking this
is the fact that they listen to music
almost as consistently as they
practice basketball, and quite
loudly, I might dd. Again, they
are very dedicated in this interest
also, the time to which they listen
to their music is irrelevant.
I have one last idea of a class
they could be taking. I believe it
falls under a vocational type class construction. Perhaps it is some
type of architechtural course
because they do a lot of building,
constructing and movimg up there.
Naturally, they need to move the

furniture around quite a bit, this is
very understandable.
I admire these people for their
ambition and their lack of tiring.
l 'm sure whatever goals they set for
themselves they will achieve. But I
think some people might question
their knowledge of the meaning
"quiet."
Mary Smith
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Holly Near
In Concert
with s~gn languague artist
Susan Freundlich
March 13

8:00 PM

Granite State Room, MUB
Tickets on Sale Now in the MUB Ticket Office

$4 - Students
$6 - Non-students
"The Greatest Warriors are
The Ones That Stand
For Peace!"

Internationally Known
Feminist Author

Andrea Dworkin
w:iJl speak on "Pornography and Male
Supremacy'~
March 7 8:00 PM
Strafford Room, MUB
.

~.·.,..

~~

I

\

\, Her Works Include:
Woman Hating
The New Woman's Broken Heart
Pornography: Men Possessing Women
Our Blood
Right-Wing Woman

''The fact that pornography is widely believed to be 'depictions of the erotic' means
only that the debasing of women is held to be the re_al pleasure of sex." -From
Pornography: Men Possessing Women ·
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Arts & Features
University Theater gives "Candide'~ ribald humor with a moral
By Mark Webster
"Candide," the ·current
production by UNH's
University Theater, provides
great entertainment-. Directed
· by Prof. John Edwards, it is a
whirling dervish of activity,
performed by an enthusiastic
cast of eighteen.
This production uses an
original adaptation of
Voltaire's classic that enables
Edwards to exploit the ribald
comedy from tilt= uuvd, while
managing to apply the horrific
satire to modern social
conditions.
The eighteen performers are
utilized to the utmost. Only
Rjay Ilg, in the title role, is
restricted to one character. The
rest move from one part to
another with very little costume
alteration, allowing for
constant movement by
complete armies, boat crews,
and even flocks of sheep across
the stage.
Candide journeys from one
land to another, looking for the
"best of all possible worlds"
expounded by the philosopher
Pangloss. He is followed with
constant changes in background scenery, played by the
cast members. The wall
blocking a love scene is formed
by the scenes' narrator with
outspread arms: a trip down
river has a constantly moving
shoreline, with bodies miming
the river banks, trees, rocks,
and mountains.
While very little of the
dialogue can be directly
attributed to the novel,

Edward's adaptation (and the
cast's improvisation). remains
faithful to the themes which fell
under Voltaire's attack in the
original.
Ilg does an excellent job of
exposing the naive , truth-andlove searching Candide to the
evils of the real world. He is
torn between the simplistic
optimism of Pangloss (played
with fine buffoonery by Sean
Michael McCarthy), and the
··man was created by the force~
of evil" philosophy of Martin
(Kevin McDonough).
Candide sees the worst of
everything: Slaughter in battle,
endless natural disasters,
plague, the Inquisition;
Pangloss, who taught Candide
that ••There is nothing solid but
virtue," is grotesquely
disfigured by venereal disease.
Yet, his faith is unshakable.
Edwards, acknowledging that
Voltaire's satire reflects much
the same (unfortunately) on
today's world, presents the
story with as much modern
association as 18th century.
Katherine Jacobs' costumes
mix the bright colors of
minstrel days with basketball
shoes and knickers: Larry ·
Allen's musical score is based
on Mozart, but played on a
synthesizer.
'Cast members were able to
rack up scores of laughs with
subtle ironic inflections on
their lines. When the story of an
earthquake with 30,000
casualties is told, the narrator
grins matter-of-factly at the _
gruesomeness. Cunegonde

'

4.··•~

Please dispose of thoughtfully
••Please dispose of thought- _
fully". That appeal can only
conjure up images of ·•The
Thinker" holding, in that right
hand draped over the left knee,
an empty Mich Light: the big
question in his pondering mind
being .. should I place this is a
nearby trash recepticle or
chuck it out by the side of the
road?"
I found

the new phrase

recently emblazoned across the placed on beverage containers
front of a Schweppes tonic it has been accepted for what it
water bottle, and although I was: certainly a public relations
haven't yet disposed of it I have move, but still a response to
already been provoked to · somethingofacivicdutybythe
thought.
industry that, more than any
Why in the world did
other, supplies America with
Scweppes decide to change the missiles to send soaring from
wording of that phrase? They car windows.
have maligned •·properly", a
Let's face a few facts here.
perfectly good and useful word. ••Please dispose of properly" is
Ever since the anti-liter- the perfect phrase. Saying
bugging admonition was •'please" makes it acceptable to
any reactionaries who would
otherwise feel pushed around
·by corporate America.
·•Dispose" is a nice clean word;
something Ii k e saying
sanitation engineer instead of
garbage man. It lends an air of
cleanliness to an otherwise
messy business. Using ••of"
without making a complete
sentence by including ·•-this
container" adds a degree of non
chalance. It's a way of saying
••well. we really don't have to
tell you this, it's just that we had
room on the label.,,
But ··properly" is the word
that makes the phrase. That
word assumes intelligence, ~nd
who doesn't want to be
presumed intelligent? .. We _
don't have to spell it out for
you." it implies, ··an upstanding and genteel type such

,r
Rem~~~fl'.., littetin~)s noU~pJljbtful: (C Blackmar J~hoto) . '

-----

,

J.'.

Gloria Gellai, Robert Ilg, Felix Eckhard, and Monique St. Amant perform in University
·
Theater's "Candide", adapted by Professor John Edwards.
(played with spaced-out lust by Hotaling stood out in his the morbidness, a cheerful one,
Gloria Gellai), thought to have portrayal of a Turk, and the audience can depart
died from disembowelment, supposedly the greatest smiling at the irony.
sounded charmingly like an philosopher of all, driven
.. Candide,, plays throl!_g_h
older sister when she told her hysterical by Candide's request Saturday night (March 5th) at
suitor Candide, f•not everyone to discuss philosophy.
Johnson Theater. April 5-9, the
dies from that!,,
Vo I ta ire's answer to
UNH Dance Theater Company
Cacambo (Felix Eckhard) Candide's search holds true in will perform their annual
added a touch of slapstick to this play. Don't philosophize, concert. •'The Chalk Garden,"
the play with his mindless just do something. Edward's a drama by Enid Bagnold, will
devotion to Candide. Brian version remains, _throughout __ play May 3-7.

by Eric M. Heath
as yourself certainly knows litter-dispose of properly".
how to dispose of litter.,,
Although on the cans of regular
••Please dispose of properly.,, Seven-Up all we are told is to
One can only respond by ·'Lift upright-push back."
saying, ••But of course!"
·
Caps on Canada Dry and ·
Now it has all been ruined. Staff bottles simply ask us not
Instead of being merely proper to litter, as the caps on ten
we 're now asked to be ounce Pepsi bottles say it twice.
thoughtful too. That is not. we
And finally, the Cocheco
hope, a painful task but our bottlers, who bring us Barroll
new instructions do seem to
Head and A&W root beers as
imply that what was once the well as Moxie and the R.C.
proper way to dispose is not drinks, leave the wh'ole issue up
actually the thoughtful way. If to the consumer. They don't
we think about it maybe we'll ask us to be proper or
find something better or more thoughtful or even not to litter.
appropriate to do with empties. They either trust us implicitly
For my money. spent cans or simply don't care to choose
and bottles are good for two sides in this hot question.
things: throwing a way
Schweppes has broken new
(properly of course) and ground and, in the process, has
recycling. Neither action reduced "properly" to a
required much thought: merely quivering and fearful shadow
a sense of propriety.
of itself, wandering whitman.:.
Where Scweppes asks that like through it's twilight years
their tonic water bottles be wondering if it has represented
disposed of .. thoughtfully". what it really meant or wanted
~
they request that their twelve to be.
ounce ginger ale cans be
But we know that the
disposed of •·properly" and ·•proper" way is the way to go,
preface that with: ··Please don't to straight and narrow, the true
litter.,,
blue. And as we sit in our lawn
Other bottlers have the.ir chairs this summer sipping
own ways of dealing with the Schweppervescently, we will
situation.
ponder with reverance the
The Pepsico and Seven-Up word that was.
bottlers both say: ·•Please don't
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"Sophie's Choice": Streep shows vitality

~-FORMULA---

By Beth Germano
portr~yed in her ea~lier movies, Kline has brilliant control over
Sophie's Choice is a film for a nd gives th e heroine a dep th · - his character and runs the
Meryl Streep devotees. A . Sophie lives,_laughs, a nd loves gammut of comedy, tragedy,
delight For the fan who has a nd . th e au_dience can see a~d and sensitivity whether Nathan
become immersed in the Streep feel it bo th m th e present a nd m is directing an imaginary
phenomenon which sprun~ flashba~k- sequences 10 ~er orchestra, manipulating Stingo
from a supporting role as mon th s m th e concentration in order to read his unfinished
Woody Allen's lesbian wife in camp.
manuscript, reading poetry to
5t r~ep has developed a Sophie by candlelight, or
the film Manhatten to an
Academy Award nomination · bea~ttful comma nd of th e persecuting her for being a
for her portrayal ofa frustrated
Pohsh language a nd accent survivor. Kline truly steals any
suburban housewife in Kramer after only t'":' 0 mon th s of st ~dy scenes from Streep and
vs. Kramer.
a nd coaching. The Pohsh MacNicol and both actors are
The Streep mystique is inflec_tion on S?phie's broken forced to give in.
The impact of Sophie s·
evident. Critics are drawing Eng!tsh provides a guS t Y
comparisons with Greta quaht~toheroftenmode st a nd Choice is unfortunately
Garbo; the cover of Time reflective character. _It al_so weakened by a boredom that
·m agazine touted her as "Magic le nd s a touch of comic rehef sets in when Pakula relies
Meryl".
whe~ her unknowin~ use of heavily on single headshots of
Sophie s Choice, a film directed Enghsh le~ds her to innocent, · Streep throughout much of the
and written by Alan J. Pakula,
but s ometimes off color, use of
movie. The film abounu~ with
is more than just a vehicle for a th e language_.
. .
closeups of Sophie reminiscing
Streep audience; it is a vehicle
St re e P I s b r_II It a !1 t 1Y
or weeping about her past. ·
supported by Kevin Kime as Pakula known as an actress'
for the actress herself.
In the title role Streep brings Na th a~ La!1dau , ~ophie's directo'r, is obsessed with
to life Sophie Zawistokowski, paranmd-s~hizophremc lover Streep and wants to capitalize
the Polish-born, Roman and savior, and Peter on what critics have called her
Catholic heroine of William· Mac Nicol as Slingo, th e down incomparable beauty, as well as
Styron 's best-selling novel,
home sou th er_n_ boy whose depend solely on her talents to
haunted by memories of the drea~s of wntmg t~e great carry the film.
Holocaustandherstrugglefor Amencannovelleadhimto th e
There is also a self
survival at Auschwitz.
..sod~!11 of Br<:>okly_n, . New consciousness about Sophie's
The film is aptly titled, for
~ork , a_nd entwme him m th e Choice to closely follow
within it Sophie is forced to lives . a nd turbulent love of Styron 's novel. The result is
make two heart rending Sophie a nd Na th an.
transitions which read too
phoices: a choice at the death
·. Sti~go, th e narrator of t~e much like a book affecting_ the
camp where she is a refugee, film is a contra st. to ~op hie, total flow of a movie brimming
and a choice between the man
more obsessed wi th his own with flashbacks and scene
she loves and the boy she growing _pains th_a~ the real changes.
admires. She is forced to betray world which Sop~ie is so mu~h
But despite _the technical
love both times and is caught in a part of. MacN_ic_ol excels_ m disappointments, Sophie's
th e role combmi~g boyish Choice is a genuinely sensitive
a trap which wijl determine her
fate.
.
_ charm _and co~pass1on ~or the portrait. It is filled with
Streep gives the performance m_y st enous ai:tics of his new extremes of emotion that can't
of her career to date as Sophie friends ~ho hve on the floor help but involve an audience,
but it is evident that Hollywood above him.
.
.
and it contains some
has discovered her stereotype... . Th_e s~eer delight of the film outstanding performances
the mysterious heroine with a is Kimes portrayal of Nathan, which make •involvement that
th e _perfect mad ma~ and much easier. Sophie's Choice
past whi-ch forces Streep into a
mold of almost computerized lunatic. Nat~an soars m and will also leave you a critic of
acting. In Sophie s Choice she out ~f, th e film, one moment Sophie's decision and force
_finally transcends the one Sophie s mentor and th e _next you · to contemplate if her
dimensional characterization he _r . tormentoi:, emotions choices were the right ones.
and one level emotion - which he cannot control. But .
.

<continued from page 4)
states and towns could address guarantees research funds to
their own industrial potential.
state stations in the country.
"The formula allows any
Chittenden's Master thesis is
community to identify what . now being considered among
impact any one of the five other applications for 'Thesis
variables would have on their of the Year' by the Northeast
town," Luloff said ... We went Agricultural Econ -o mics
through a routine with basic Council, according to Luloff.
information, and generated a
Luloff is the only full time
procedure by which towns faculty member of the .
could attract industry."
Community Development
The funding for this study department, which serves
came from the Agricultural approximately 25 students. He
Support Station, a part of the has been teaching at UNH since
Land Grand Systems which 1977.

ASK FOR .

SUBARU

~

. (I03J 742-3147

PETER BROOKS ·
TRI-CITY SUBARU, INC.
QUALITY
USED CARS

ROUTE. 16
SOMERSWORTH. NH 03878

American Heart
~sociation
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Tomorrow's Music ... Today.
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Applications are now being accepted
for Ad Associates for the Spring
Semester of next year.
Aggressive and ambitious underclassmen
(esp. freshmen and sophqmores) wanted.
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(603) 868-2060
Walk-In Service
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Practical experience is as important as grades
now and you can receive this experience at the Press
stop by and pick up an application
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Room 153 in the MUB
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Shear Kreations of Lee
Circle
ABOVE THE DRUG STORE
Mon-Sat. 9-5
Thurs. Nights Until 8 PM

Rte. 125
Lee Circle. N.H. 03824

FULL FAMILY HAIR SERVICE
-shampoo, cut, blow dry & conditioner-short
hair $7.00
-extra long hair $8.50
-perms- one pnce $25.00
curly-body-:directional
)
..
w / prec1s10n cut
-long hair perms w / cut $ 30.00
- Uni-Perm.: Redken-Realistic-Zoto-Helene
Curtis for Men, Women and children

WE PICK THE BEST
FOR YOUR HAIR
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ROTC cadets ·do
•
•
service pro1ects

Award Winning
Radio Station

By Patricia O'Dell

It's a way to have fun and
meet people. It's a way to
develop confidence and earn
· responsibility.
That's how commander
Peter Reynolds described the
Arnold Air Society, a social
service organization made up
entirely of Air Force ROTC
cadets.
The 21 member society
participates in the Blood Drive
four times a year. It also helps
to open and close Odiorne
State Park twice a year. Other
recent projects include a v1s1t to
the Dover Senior Center,
donations to a food pantry in
Dover. and a cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) course.

New Hamµ&htre A&tuu::1:.,t.od Prt!M~
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In order to pledge the
society, a prospective cadet
must have at least a 2.0 grade
point average (GPA). There is.
no hazing; instead pledges must
complete two service projects,
attend all Arnold Air Society
meetings and projects and
score at least 80 percent on a
test on the history and customs
of the society.
About 90 percent of the
pledges are accepted into the
society.
It's not as hard to get in, as it
is to stay in, says Reynolds. He
added, the society demands a
lot of a cadet's time.
Currently, the society has 18
pledges, including 10 at
Nathaniel Hawthorne College.
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REWARD!
For inforntation leading
to the return of Pike 1982
Contposite'picture.

WUNH

Please contact Walter Andrews

TomorroWs Music ... Today.

Heart disease
orstroke
can cheat you
out of the best
years of your life.
ll!l:

:::I
:;::::

it§

Those are the years shared with
people you love. And when a loved
one is gone, everything changes.
The American Heart Association
is fighting to reduce early death
and disability from heart disease
and stroke.
You can help. Send your dollars
today to your local Heart Association, listed in your telephone
directory. ·

American Heart

at 862-1292 or 868-9830

NICKS
Dining Room
_Specials Every Lunch & Dinner
Friday Nite Seafood Platter $7 .25
Saturday Nite Prime Rib $7.75
Open M-Fri: 11 :30 - 2
5:00 - 8:30
Sat. 5 ._ 8:30
Closed Sunday

Lounges
Look What We've Done For You
Ne~ Specials Every Day
& Nite
CHECK IT OUT!
Also stay tuned for info on our St. Patty's Day Celebration

WE'RE J\ssociation
FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
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What should
we play today?
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EXTENDED THUMB

Student Rentals
Available for the 83-84 school year, int own, 1
· and 2 bedroom apartments available.

Contact Mike at 868-5542

Durhatn's Own
Entertaintnent
at the

Cat Nip Pub
RIDER EXCHANGE AIRED
Friday: Thin Ice·
Saturday: Goldenaire

8: 10 & 4: 10 Mon-Fri

Heart
Healthy
Recipe
CINNAMON COFFEE CAKE
1½ cups sifted flour
2½ teaspoons baking powder
½ cup sugar
1 egg white
¼ cup oil
¾ cup skim milk
Sift together flour, baking powder
and sugar. Blend in egg white, oil
and milk. Stir until flour is moistened.

Topping:
cup brown sugar
cup chopped pecans
tablespoons flour
tablespoons oil
teaspoons cinnamon
Make the topping by mixing together brown sugar, pecans, flour,
oil and cinnamon. Spread half of the
b.atter in an oiled 8-inch square
pan. Sprinkle with half of the topping. Add the remaining batter, and
sprinkle with the rest of the topping .
Bake at 375°F. for 30 minutes, or
until done.
Yield: 9 servings
Approx. cal / serv.: 295
½
½
2
2
2

Get yourself a good-paying job that starts
paying you while you're still in school.
Qualified students selected for the Navy's
Nuclear Power Officer Candidate Program
earn over $1,000 a month until graduation,
and a $3,000 selection bonus. This is not
ROTC. Finish school with a prestigious
engrneering management position awaiting
you upon graduation. The Nuclear Power
Program offers superb benefits, and the

best training in the world. Starting salary is
competitive . After four years, you'll earn over
$40,000! Strong calculus, and calculusbased physics background, plus
demonstrated academic excellence a must.
U.S. Citizens only. Navy officers will be on
campus for intervews March ... 7. Sign up at
Career Planning and Placement Center, or
call collect (617) 223-5823 for an
appointment.

Heart Healthy Recipes are from the Third
Edition of the American Heart Association
Cookbook. Copyright © 1973, 1975, 1979 by
the American Heart Association , Inc.

American Heart
1\ssociation

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE
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ArbgS·

NEW FROM

The UN H Celebrity Series presents

; Hot Crab 'N Swiss
I

~ACl'ING

Mouth-watering Maryland Rock Crab Meat
Smothered With Melted Swiss Cheese.
Served On A Toasted Bun With Fresh,
Crisp Lettuce And A Touch Of
Mayonnaise. Sound Good?

COMPANY
ON TOUR FOR THE

JOHN F. KENNEDY CENTER

Just Wait Until
You Try It!
At The Durham

John Houseman
Producing Artistic
Director

Arby's Now!

Michael Kahn,
Alan Schneider
Artistic Directors

. . . ,. <!~~40J4€.~..:1·'
:F:·. ··:r:
....

stp.A .~
.

.

:. ·--> :_::f\ {:,._~;,;:• ,,, :

.

Margot Harley

~-= ' ··~

Executive Producer

. . ··;.·/-)/<-

Tour made possible , in part, by a grant from

(§noco)

Twelfth Night
--~..,.. . --..:. .~_._.,.._t";~~..,.:. . .,;:_.:,_, -.~JY

2· CT~:"):::,e!J·
5

P-----------------------------~

: -Hy:tuC;;b ,N Swiss

i

I

Sandwich

·

.

oFF

Coupon Expires March 15. 1983

I

8 p.m., Wednesday, March 9
Johnson Theater, Durham, NH_
Senior citizens & NH students $5
UN H faculty/ staff $6, general $7
all tickets at the door $7
Memorial Union Ticket Office 862-2290
Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

·------------------------------·

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?
*how do I loQk for an
apartnient?
.

*where should I live?
*when should I start
lo~king for an apartment? ·
The Commuter/Transfer Center is conducting
a series of slide show presentations entitled,
,.,.Living Off Campus: Options andPer~pectives."
Come learn about off-campus life!

1lfarch

7 7-9 p."1. Stoke 5th Floor Lounge

March 8 7-9 p.ni. Randall Lounge
March 9 7-9 p.ni. Babcock. Lounge
.
.
Sponsored by the Commuter/Transfer Center, a branch of the
Dean of Students Office. Hours: 1Vonday-Thursday8a.m.-7 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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COMICS

-JR. CLASS-,
By JOHNNY HART

B.C.
fE:La@RAM FRav\

WAITH8RE
A 5E::COND ...

UNQ.E FR1G<bY.

51 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--J

© Fi9ld Ent.,prt•••• Inc., 1983

( continued from page 3)
the senior and freshmen classes
rose 4 percent each, accordi~g
to statistics put out by
Institutional Research.
While students are choosing
to leave UNH, Thomas said
UNH is trying to "fine tune"
whatever they can in order to
keep the students at the
institution.
Thomas said that the level of
transfers will probably level off
in the next few years. She was
encouraged by tqe number of
new freshmen enrolled this
semester: 2322, up from 2188
from last fall.
According to Thomas, UNH
likes to keep the percentage of,
each class as close to 25 percent '
~1.. po1..~iblP

By JIM· DA VIS

GARFIELD
~

I FE.£L INVINCIBLE..

I FEEL GOOl7 TOVAV.
I FEEL STRONG'
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l FE.Et AS TALL AS
A 6KV5CRAP£R
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Looking at the statistics for
this past year, the levels did
drop a little: freshmen 26.4
percent, sophomores 24.5
percent juniors 22. 7 percent,
and seniors 26.4 percent.
Thomas said that students
who are withdrawing for
financial reasons are simply not
going back to school.
According to statistics from
the Institute of Research, the
level in I 982 was -10,622: the
closest to 10,555 was back in
1977.

-LS&A<continued from page 5)
SHOE

By JEFF MacNELL Y

The program is also of
interest to students outside of
LS & A.
"It's definitely geared for LS
& A students. But I think other
people would be interested.
Biochemistry and Zoology
people would definitely be
interested in coming," Wojcik
said.
Wojcik and Stuer both said
that student participation has
been lacking in previous years.
"This time we've made up
posters, flyers, and ads on
WUNH radio," Stuer said.
"We're hoping -to get around
1,000 people participating."

Reproductive
Health CJ3re~

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

A team of health care
professionals ~fli".ring

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED

GYNECOWGICAL
SER,'ICES
in all aspects of
women's healili care.and
gynecological surge~·.
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINATIONS
All sen:ices proYided by an
OB/GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

UP, t.ADfE5 !

51RETCH UP.1
1/P.'UP.1 UP/

11Ulf-A ·WA'f!
RIGHT!

'

services also include
* Birth Control Counseling

*

Pro Choice Pregnancy Couseling

* FREE.Pregnancy Testing

ACROSS

42 "It's - : •

1 Roller-coaster ride
sound
7 Fundll111entals
13 feeling of failure
15 Hogan's rink

16 Resort or car
17 Stra19ht111 1911n
18 Wrong
· .19 Old-English letter
21 Lao-22 SUte 23 lltll•k- club
24 Public dfsturblnce
25 ltfort
26 ·st-In' It the
-•
27 ltrtlttts

:31 :::.S
~ 1::.S
lrNlfas~ dish

32 .., ...1,1 11111-of,_, -

Frick

: =-= ~-->
33 trwless plat•

45
46
47
49

t«JW.' JtlltRN&
"'-Ck5/ rM6/1WOl
fME/TWO/ <#.Y, PU,,
W11Q OOTlHERE ...
WHIV" M6 W6 UfNIN6.,

12 !lakes driving

:l ~;.~: In aud

I . 14 ~:m:;:rlnNb-

Port of NNP

1Unts

Wrestling hOlds
Pertaining to birth
Hydrogen, for one
51 Ttstlaontal

15 Chui!
20 Juvenile delinquent
23 "Key - •

53 Yth-t .sPft(hes

26 Actress -

54 Obtains

27 fltlMro, In Fronce

24 Studies

lllsso

55 Proceed tn a
gliding •nner
56 Hate

29 Arctic explorer
JO Like St. Peter's
32 lloocled areas
33 fl-ring plant
DOWN
34 P1l1A9fl'S
35 Irfsh city
I PNdlc-t
36 s....... jYln
2 IN9l111ry - t • r 37 Pain rtllt'nn
3 6o"91S
· 38 ¥11Ulblt French

; ="-~'

(var.) 39 ~;!!;':r1thlltn .

6 ·111 11st Du
Scllon"
7 Dutcll Africans ·

I 111111 '-trlt's boss

1: r..."=

• a,e,it-,s
q1fcU7
40 lllrl• lllr JI ..-,cy 11 l l -

~

41 1111st C-Ullt

43 ltllt 1-tory
46 lllltlltr of Clyt-

Mstre

~ f:;::".rnort

50 -•JGl!ft
52 , _ lartler

I.
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.ii

* Evening Hours
* Sliding Fee Scale
* Complete CONFIDENTIALITY

zzz.

\

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.
152 Court St.
Po1tsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 am - 5 pm

~~
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Easy ·s moke :- - - -

Dennis: hey you goose, do you like blue or
you more stuck on red. I know your type.
By the way, what did you do about your
stars? Did you get them replaced? If not,
let me add svme ,mput. Hee, hee. And
another thing, stop picking on our Graphic
Manager. Concerned M.E. ·s should
express themselves kindly /,ke you have
but ... Youdon'twantAmytoleavenowdo
you? I didn 't think so. We know how good
YOUR ad designs are! Well Dennis, I hope
you are please to have this because I
spent my valuable time wnting this. Most
smcerely and concerned, the other M .E.

*
Pike brother Ken Kiburis after bids day activities in the MUB
yesterday; everyone, he said, should enjoy a "Thursday
afternoon cigar". (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

American Heart
Association

Remember family
or friends with
SpecialOccasion,
Get Well or
Memorial cards.

Rubber Ducky!
Happy 24th Birthday

THE FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE PROGRAM'S
PROS~ECTIVE STAFF,
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
The Fireside Program is an organizaticin that uses the outdoors as an
experiential medium for learning more about yourself and others. If you
are interested in learning leadership skills and co-leading wilderness and
special topic trips for stu_d ents, faculty and staff, next semester, please
come to this informal meeting for more information and an application.

American Heart
Association

Tuesday, March 8, 7:30 p.m.
Alumni Room, New Hampshire Hall

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Help Support New Bands
and Local Talent
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THE WORLD
IS.YOUR CAMPUS
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FALL SEMESTER 1983 - .
8-.December 1 7)

_(September

Around the World Ports of Call,·
Piraeus, Greece; Hong:Kong; Madras
_ln~ia_;.Seattle,
Washington;
Colombo·'
- ..
- .
Haifa, Isreal; Pusan, Korea, Sri Lanka
i~ .Jakarta, Indonesia; Keelung, Taiwan;
1

More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Se11_1ester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. Th~ S.S. Universe is fully aircond itioned , 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

Tune to
Rock.

Jazz

Classical
Reggae.

·Folk

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) .854-0195 (in
California call (714) 771•6590).

-: Representative in MUB Tuesday, March
and Thursday, March 10, From 9-11

8

Night Slide Show
March 7, 7-9 p.m.,
Congreve Hall Lounge

(
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Midwinter swim

Mike Brodsky waded in - and apparently enjoyed - the deep and muddy waters of College Brook behind the MUB after this week's rainstorm. ( Jim Millard photo)

From the same great kitchens
that brought you the New England Center's
renowned Sunday Brunch
comes a new
weekday dining treat...

Heart al lack
orst1oke
could knock
youdownon
yourwayup.

.THE TUESDAY SMORGASBORD
Every Tuesday a different menu
Opening night is Tuesday, March 8.
Call for reservations soon
and enjoy this exciting menu ..
Clam Chowder
Onion Soup
Chef's Choice Appetizer
ROULADES OF BEEF, Bordelaise Sauce
CHICKEN CORDON BLUE, Sauce Champignon
CLAMS CASINO
FILET OF SOLE MELISSA, Maltese Sauce
CHICKEN WINGS CAJUN
CAMDEN RICE
VEGHABLE DU JOUR
Stuffed eggs with caviar
Tossed salad greens
Fruit festival salad Stuffed Salami coronets
Assorted relishes

The American Heart Association is
fighting to reduce early death and
disability from heart disease and
stroke.
You can help us save young lives
by sending your dollars today to your
local Heart Association, listed in your
telephone directory.

-

AND our Baker will prepare fresh ...
PECAN PIE
BLACK FOREST CAKE
WHITE CHOCOLATE MOUSSE
INDIAN PUDDING
The Smorgasbord is served every Tuesday evening
from 5:30 to 8 :30 p.m.
. PLEASE CALL TODAY FOR RESERVATIONS
(Children under
All for only
12 - $4.50)
$8.95

American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE ·

Ille

newCNICJkladcenlCH

.

re,lcMGnl

· Jttaffotd avenue, dutham, n.h. (603) 86Z·ZSH
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(continued from· page 3)

executive pos1t10ns, six or
seven will be filled by returning
members. Davis feels this will
be beneficial to the Granite
because people will already be
familiar with the processes
involved. Davis said if
everything continues as it is,
things can only get better.
"Nothing will ever be as hard
as this year was," he said.
As of right now the 1983
Granite will be out on schedule:
something that hasn't
happened in quite awhile. John
Davis means business.

NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEE 'K
SCHEDULE - MARCH 7-13
National Women's History Week is being observed on
the UNH campus with the help of many UNH faculty,
staff and students. Unless otherwise indicated, events are
free of charge and .open to the public and will be held in
the Memorial Union.

Interdisciplinary Dialogues

0

~

Films

Music

Answers

Q

Speakers

9.00 10,00 pm

David Bromberg
Robert Hunter

April 9 ,

Monday, March 7
12:00-2:00 pm
Salt of the Eatth-Th1s classic film raises both labor and
feminist issue!> by depicting~ strike by Chicano miners in
New Mexico.
Carroll/Belknap Room
2:00-3:00 pm
Images of Women in Western Art
Cynthia Kat1.. BF A Candidate
Carroll/Belknap Room

0

8:00-10:00 pm
~
Pornogr_aphy and Male Supremacy
~
Andrea Dworkin, author of Pornography: Men
Possessing Women, Women Hating and Right-Wing

Greatful Dead Lyricist

March 18
8:00 PM

SCHEDULE O.f PROGRAMS

3:00-4:30 pm
Integrating Women into General Education-Discussion
will be followed by a reception.
Don Wilcox. History Department Chair
Karen Mazza, Education
Melody Graulich. English
Faculty Center

March 4

Women

Pousette-Dart
Jonathan Edwards
Taj Mahal &

NRBQ

Tickets:
Humphrey's Deli, Durham
All Ticketron Outlets

Capitol 111catrc

Concord, NH
228-0426

uet-Together

t

The students on t e
undergraduate committee invite you to a
get-together downstairs
at the Catnip Pub on
March 9, 4-6 p.m.
History majors and
friends are welcome.

001dana1ra
Tonight
8:30 at the

Schoolhouse
Restaurant and

Lo~~:~ ..

j@

K-Van route in
Portsmouth

We Dig Coal-A powerful documentary about three
women coal miners.
Strafford Room
Thursday, March 10

~ AN ECG (EKG)?

Friday,

8:00-8:45 pm
Trifles-A One Act Play-A presentation of Susan
Glaspcll's 1916 play about the trivialization of Women's
Experience. A dramatization of her story. A Jury of Her
Peers.-Gcncric Theater. Portsmouth. NH
Strafford Room

Slide Presentations

~WHATIS

8:00 PM

2:00-3:00 pm
Union Maids-A stirring account of the labor movement
of the 1930's from the viewpoint of three women
organizers.
·
Carroll/ Belknap Room
3:00-4:30 pm
The Role of Women in Labor History: The Dover Mill
~ Strike
Charles Clark, History-moderator
Jan Schaefer. Economics student
Rick Hurd. Economics
Carroll/Belknap Room

The programs listed below include:

Heart.

· ECG (EKG) is an abbreviation for an
ele~trocardiogram, which is a
graphic record of the electric cur. rents generated by the heart. By
reading the graph a doctor can determine several facts about the heart
such as the heart rate, the heart's
rhythm, whether the heart muscle is
receiving enough blood, and whether
there is an enlargement of any of the
heart's four chambers. Contact your
local American Heart Association for
more information.
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Strafford Room
Tuesday, March 8
12:00-1 :00 pm
A Recital of Flute Music by Women Composers-In
"- additi.on to the recital. the gallery show features Japanese
prints that arc artists' renderings of The Tale of Genji.
widely recogni1ed as the greatest work of Japanese
literature and the first real novel. written by Lady
Shikibu Marasaki in the I Ith Century.
Paul Arts Gallery

fl I'

12:30-2:00 pm
~
Feminism, Pacifism and WW I
Jean Kennard. English
Hillsboro/Sullivan Room

12:00-1:30 pm
n
Reconstructing the History of UNH-The Operating Staff
Jane Fithian. Student Activities
Gladys Pca~e. Education
Linda Wood. Facilities Services
Lee Blythe. Faculty Center and Academic Senate
Hillsboro/Sullivan Room
2:00-3:30 pm
~
Women in Medicine: Looking Ahead by Looking Back
~
Dona Lethbridge. Nursing
~
Laurel Ulrich. Humanities
Hillsboro/Sullivan Room
7:00-9:00 pm
CD The History of Abortion Rights in America
Frances Kissling. President.
Catholics for Free Choice
Carroll/Belknap Room

Friday, March 11
12:00-1 :30 pm
Chile: Four Women's Stories-Four women speak in their
own words about their lives in Chile before and after the
September 11, 1973 military coup.
Forget Not Our Sisters-An overview ·of the apartheid
system in South Africa with focus on the impact on black
women and their response to it.
Carroll/Belknap Room
1:30-3:00 pm
. . Women Writers
Francoise Calin. French
Wally Sillanpoa, Italian
~
Betty Hageman, English
~
Carroll/Belknap Room

0

3:00-4:00 pm
~
The History of Women's Prisons: Women as Convicts
and Professionals
Barbara Eggers, Philips Exeter Academy Faculty
._..-.,
and UN H Graduate Student
~
Ruth Chevrion. Franklin Pierce Law
School Faculty
Carroll/Belknap Room

0

Sunday, March 13

2:00· 'l:00 pm
My People Are My Home-A visual narrative of the
political and poetic work and life of Meridel l.cScur.
Carroll/Belknap Room

8:00 pm

3:00-4:30 pm
~ Women in Sports
~
Joyce Mills. Physical Education
~
Ann Diller. Education
Barbara Houston. Education.
~
University of Western Ontario
Carroll/Belknap Room

Sunday, March 6 -Saturday, March 12

@

7:00-9:30 pm
Heartlands-Based on the life of Elinore Pruitt Stewart.
author of Letters of a Pioneer Women,the film explores
homesteading in the turn-of-the-century Wyoming. A
discussion will follow led by
Melody _G raulich. English
,
Cathryn Adamsky. Women·s Studies
Forum Room, Dimond Library

Wednesday, 1'1arch 9
12:30-2:00 pm
Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the
Education of Wom4!n
Cathryn Adamsky. Women's Studies
Susan Fransoza, Education
Mary Winslow. Education
Carroll/ Belknap Room

fl

Holly Near Concert-UN H Students $4.00, General
admission $6.00
Granite State Room

11:00 pm

flJ

WUNH 91.3 FM will feature female vocalists each
evening on LP Complete

Other Events
Friday, March 18
10:00 am
Women and the New Deal
Susan Ware. Harvard University
1925 Room Alumni Center

0

Ml!rch 21-April 27
Art Exhibition
Ann Arnold: A Retrospective-Ann Arnold is a
prominent sculptor in Ne'w Y_o rk City and a UNH
alumna
Hands ofTime:New England Quilts and Quiltmakers-An
exhibition of 19th Century signed New England Quilts
Paul Arts Gallery
Sponsored by:
The UNH Women's Center
The UNH Women' Commission
The Office of Student Affairs
Student Activities

Residential Life
Dean of Students
The History Department
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For Sale: 5 H.P. Briggs & Stratton ¾ inch
horizontal shaft with keyway, used less
than 2 hrs. $150 call Wells 868-9723.
Receiver and speakers for sale. Vector
research 2500 receiver model and 2
Pioneer speakers. Both in good condition
and under warranty. $250.00 or 8.0. Call
Bill 742-0175.
For Sale: Queen size water bed hand
constructed. Includes liner and heater.
Lots of storage space underneath. $190
call 742-4572 after 8 PM.
For Sale: G.E. 12" black and white T.V.
Asking $30.00. Call Holly 2-2276 or 8689890.
Wetsuit, Parkway Lycra, men's large, ¼
inch, weight belt, 868-2220.
1972 To'(ota Station ·wagon- an
experienced, mature, and dependable
car. gets good gas mileage, in good shape,
has not been abused- a wonderful car
which will bring you joyforyearstocome.
$800 and it's yours please hurry before I
change my mind.
1975 Luv Truck 85,000 miles. Sound,
reliable engine. Needs body work. Must
sell immediately $600.00 or best offer.
Call 679-5239 evenings or anytime. Wed
and Thurs.
Antique upright piano for $600 or best
offer. Has all ivory keys and pedals. Great
condition (formerly owned by a nun!)
Must sell. Please call Brenda at 868-1587
or 862-2486.
1981 Toyota Tercel Hatchback 5-speed
overdrive. Excellent condition . Owner
must sell. $4,900 will negotiate. Call after
6 at 659-2079 .
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Carol's Secretarial Service- typing of
theses, reports, manuscripts. etc.
Reasonable rates- will pick up and deliver
for slight charge. Call 207-439-4141
anytime.
Calligraphy ... personalized lettering done
for invitations, signs, posters, stationery
etc. Make a specialized keepsake unique
for you and the occasion. Contact Holly
(after 6:00 p.m.) 862-.3139.
Found: at 4 Main St.- 1980 Franklin Ring.
Call 868-1899 to identify and claim .
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Interested in business? Are you a
freshman or sophomore? Apply now to
become the next assistant business
manager of The New Hampshire. For
more information or an application come
to The New Hampshire Business and
Advertising Office (Room 108 in the

MUB.)
Summer Help Ogunquit Maine Hotel
needs chamber maids and assistant
manager. Salary, tips and room. Include
dates available and experience. Write Box
555 York Harbor, Maine 03911 or call
207-363-6566.
Wanted : Foster home for 3 months for
healthy, affectionate, cat who may be
carrier of feline leukemia . Can be retested in 3 months. but in meantime
should have no contact with other cats.
Compassionate cat lovers temporarily
without cats please call 868-9633.
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SUMMER SUBLET IN THE GHETTO : 2
Bedroom Apartment; full kitchen; private
bath. Room enough for 4. Prices
negotiable. Call 868-9714 or 2-1643 and
ask for Sue or Ellen.
GET INTO THE "GHETTO" LIFE. Sublet for
the Summer! Room for 4 . Call Brenda at
868-9646 or 2-1640.
Rooms for rent- available immediately.
One room for $1 50, the other for $175.
Includes all utilities. frig, sink, toaster
oven, private entrance. 2 miles from
campus on Kari-Van route. Call Clarke
Bartd 868-5921 .
House for rent. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, waterfront
home on Swajns Lake, Barrington. Beach,
dock, boat, lease, security deposit.
$450/month, heat with woodstove. Call
Jon 664-2415.
SUMMER HOUSING IN DURHAMTHE GHETTO- ROOM ENOUGH FOR
FOUR PEOPLE CALL SOON AT 868-9714
or 2-1643 ask for Marcy, Sue, or Ellen.

THE

CAPTAIN PURPLE: Recent survery
shows : 33 percent of those polled love
purple; 33 percent hate purple and 33
percent had no comment- spread some
propaganda and we'll take another poll
soon!
GE: Hi! No quotes for today. Looking
forward to cponding t i mo vvith you on
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Sherri- Thanks so much for sponsoring
me. I really had a good time. I'm writing
this before it actually happened, but I
know it will be fun . Also, get psyched to
make it official after break. Then get
psyched to go nuts at the P.O. It's going to
be the most awesome time ever. I hope
our plans work out. Love K.

do to help.

Saturday Even for a few minutes. Be
Good! XXXOOO CPC.
Yo Danny- We leave each other notes in
the strangest places. I wanted to say
thanks for everything . I haven 't stopped
smiling since January 29. You've made
this semester one of the best. Have a good
break. I'll miss you. Call me love, Lis.

WORK STUDY JOBS NOW AVAILABLE IN
MUB! APPLY NOW WITH STUDENT
PERSONNEL COORDINATORS IN
RM .322 in MUB .

Looking for responsible, loving, nonsmoking person to care for infant in your
home Monday-Friday 8-4:30, Durham
area preferred. Call PAM 862-2146.
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Dave Yale - Congratulations on winning
the New Englands. Good luck at the
Nationals. don't forget your keychain!
Kelly & Doug
Riders needed to Fairfield, Ct. (Westport.
Darien, etc.) for March Break. I am leaving
Friday March 18th at about 12:00. Call me
if you want to go. Kim 862-1838. leave

For Sale: Meriton Stereo system with
AM/FM radio, in good condition- I want to
sell it for $100 but will take best offer. My
name is Janet. Babcock 211 868-9832 .

Summer Help Ogunquit Maine Hotel
needs chamber maids and assistant
manager. Salary, tips and room. Include
dates available and experience. Write Box
555 York Harbor, Maine 03911 or call
207-363-6566.
Work Study Only- Position in U.S. Forest
Service lab for routine lab work and
washing glassware. Call Marianne
Kenney at 868-5576.
MEN-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
American. Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information to SEAFAX, Dept. D-14, Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
Now hiring qualified swim instructors for
the Youth Swim Program. $3. 75 per hour,
8 :30-12:30 on eight consecutive
Saturday mornings starting April 2-May
21 . Call Ann Roberts, Recreational
Sports, 862-2031.

OKLAHOMA-BEWARE
BULLDOG!

Attention All Camp UNHers! Your ice
cream party sounded like fun ... almost as
much fun as your last keg party! Just
wanted to surprise you with a sunny hi
from rainy C Town. Love, Deb.
Judi- Happy 21st Birthday! I hope you 're
ready for your "coming out" party
tomorrow night. Remember, you're no
longer a little girl in prairie dresses. We're
going to celebrate this in style---with Phi
Mu's Cocktail Party. Havefunandgowild.
Emily.

__
Pe_rso_na_ls

For sale: Colonial style couch and chair. In
fair to good condition. You must make
arrangements for moving . $80.00 Call
868-5812 any time of day.
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"HEALTH SERVICES QUIT SMOKING
CLINIC" will meet at the Senate
room.MUS 12:00 to 1 :00 pm March
7. 10, 14 and 17. co-led by Laura Clauss
and Stephen Johnstone . Open to
students and employees. For more
information call 863-1987

This is to congratul~te Lesley H. on her
acceptance to Harvard Law School, and to
say that no one deserves it more. I don't
think Harvard realizes yet who it is
getting, but hopefully the Fraternities
have been forewarned. If corporate law
doesn't workout, remember there is
always the Haynes commercials (except
you can't wear yoUl'·-jeans). The past years
have been incredible, and we have to
make this the best semester yet . There is
only one small problem- if we don't start
studying we won't be graduating! L.

Alpha Xi Delta Pledges- We had a great
time last night. The best is yet to come .
Love your new sisters on 3 Strafford Ave.

A.W. Tremblay (AWT) How could you
leave me this semester in Durham
studying, while you're skiing and suavin '
in Waterville Valley? Do me a favor and
catch me one of those gorgeous. tan ski
instructors too! Get ready to catch some
rays on the mountain with me during
break. Spring's aroung the corner,
porsche time! Miss You ! Stay out of those
bars. Maura

-H-elp

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATIE!! too bad the
paper doesn't come out on Sundays. Oh
well-I couldn't have remained same these
past months without.YPJ.J.J've enjoyed the
Cookie Jar runs and the J .C. breakers, but
most of all, thanks for shoving me in tne
closet. I'm eternally grateful. If not a hopskip; Champagne?

CONGRATULATIONS. David Yale!! Good
Luck Next week at the Nationals. We are
all Behind you!

To the sisters of Phi Mu. Thanks for
everything so far . Things are going great
and we love it. We're psyched for an
outrageous semester. Love the PHIS
To My Ex. Even though it's been almost a
year since we've slept together, I miss
having you underneath me all night, even
if you don't stay up as often as you did
when we were freshman. Longlingly
yours, Marvy.
Happy 8-Day Moxie! Twenty years is a
long time. I'm glad we've spent most of
them together. Be good- don't be too wild
now that your legal. L-Field will never be
the same! Ellie.
Steve W.--I figured since the first
personal didn't make it. I'd try again. You
know you missed a good punk party the
other night. That's o.k. we'll make up for it
next time! DEAL?
WILBUR of SAE : TWEET TWEET!
EDDIE. get a real bird. will ya!
Musky- Did you get anyone to go and see
your fishies?
Sue-Deb-Erma, Thanks for being so
concerned . You've been a great shoulder
for a long time and I really appreciate
• it... you too . Love --The Old Garfield
Jan-Are you ready for another AGR
chickenburger hold-up?, More Beer!
Clunk- The weekend was a dream come
true; How could I ask for more, Thanks for
everything and JE TAIME BEAUCOUPSSADIE P.S. I can't wait to see you in your
new suit on Sat. night!
To the New pledge class of Alpha Xi Delta
you guys are the bees knees. We 're
looking forward to having one hell of a
good time this semester. Hope you are
too! XO Sandy and Karen .
To the Brothers of SAE, We just want to
thank you for letting us use the house for
our Happy Hour. We appreciate all your
help. We hope you had a good time
"Punking Out." we had a blast! You guys
are the bestest!
SPLATWOOD THE HUN: You're so CUTE
without your beard. Almost as cut as a
smurf! Almost as cute as mutant the cat!
Almost as much fun as the little piece of
metal that explodes into rainbow- colored
sparks and destroys everything in a 10
mile radius. (The one from Crackerjacks)
Almost as cute as Bunk and his
jellybeans! But nowhere near as cute as
Bob's hair. From Dr. Jouranlism and your
Vitamin C connection .
Stet. Had a great time At Founder's DayAnd I am looking forward to the Cocktail
Party, Please dont spill anything on me
this time!! Don .
Forever fan, I can't survive on one
personal a week. I must know who you
are, and I don't feel uncomfortable. Why
don't you come see me. --R. Sedler

March 8th is International Women's Day!
(819 to-do in Russia)! Buy the women in
your life flowers! Tickets on sale todaypick up flower in MUB on Tuesday.
Wanted : Triplet nuns, must be extremely
fat with cash, cars. and clevage . We want
dates! Call sloppy, Pukie or Dumpy at 8681328. Get out of that convent .
Mary Ellen, It's cheesier ·Honey, looking
forward to Spring Break and many
variations. Remember the V.I. ·s and all
the fun in the water. . and out. Have a
good time at Nana's birthday party. P.S. I
have some pictures of you and Wahoo.
You kinky Babylonian. I.L.Y.
March 8th is International Women 's Day!
(Big to-do in Russia)! Buy the women in
your life flowers! Tickets on sale todaypick up flower in MUB on Tuesday.
Attention Diane Lambert the hostess with
the mostest : Thanks for a fun weekend at
my alma mater. We "II have to "celebrate"
good times again soon! Miss you much .
Love, Natalie.
Lisa Eberhart : I'm so excited to have you
for a little sister. We are going to have the
best times together . Get psyched and go
wild! Your the greatest! Luv ya , Karen .
March 8th is International Women's Day!
(Big to-do in Russia)! Buy the women in
your life flowers! Tickets on sale todaypick up flower in MUB on Tuesday .
Phi Di- Just wanted to say I think you're
the best : the best big sis, the best phi
director, and the best moose I ever met.
Thanks for being you. Luv ya, Karen.
March 8th is International Women's Day!
(Big to-do in Russia)! Buy the women in
your life flowers! Tickets on sale todaypick up flower in MUB on Tuesday.
Dan- Hope you have a great vacation in
California. See you when you get back.
Love Heather. P.S. You better think of me
in cold New England and don't forget to
bring back some warm California sun!
Happy 27th Edward! To think you have
even less gray hairs than last year ... To
bad it's due to going bald. Enjoy it anyway!
Toga ... Toga ...Toga. Come pull up your
toga and slide on the ice at the
"Everglades" Saturday nite! Get psyched.
Derrick- Penny for your thoughts. a nickel
for. .. WHAT?!? Dancing at the MUB-I had
a great time. We'll have to do it again
sometime. Keep in touch, eh? Karen.
Tom C.- Last night was so much fun, my
last one though. It was so nice visiting
with you the other night. You'd better
work out a date for next weeks drunk. A
little New Religion and a lotta good talk.
Love 1 new sister 28, & 1 new pledge 4
now.
Lo- Just wanted to let you know how sorry
I am about Schatzie- I know how badly you
must-ve felt, even though you were a
trooper on the outside. We animal loversYeesh . Such softies, huh? Keep smiling,
Hon.
Pete- Am I hurting you???
Chip Baby- Finally the personal the I've
meant to write you since last semester. I'll
get right to the point- You're one of the
greatest people that I've ever met, and a
super friend through my ups and downs.
I'm so excited that you're part of camp
now. Let's never get so busy that we blow
each other off, 0.K. Lu Ya Ta Death, K
Jeffery, Jeffery, I'd have written it 100
times, but I think I've got it now! Thanks
for the ride Monday. With love, Kiddo,
Doll, but still not KATHY!

&11(,,, Joe, JOI It's me Heather!!!

JAMES TAYLOR, Loggins and Messina.
CSNY and more! You'll hear it all int he
MUB PUB this Saturday Night . THIN ICE :
(T.J . Hardwick and Bill Reinstein) will be
in the PUB from 8:30-12 :30. Only one
dollar cover charge. so don 't miss it!!

Win a Pentax Camera, a UNH BookStore
gift certificate, a Louise's Sport Shop gift
certificate, a Pizza-a-month at the T.P. or
Nike Shoes. Come enter the N.H.
Gentlemen's Raffle in the MUB. March
9th and 10th.

- Need an Apartment for the summer?
SUBLET available in the Ghetto. _
Bedrooms- Full Kitchen and Private Bath.
Plenty of Room for 4. Call 868-9714 or 21643 Ask for Marcy.

Dave- Good luck next week. Let's go out
for a drink to celebrate your winning . Kelly
Business Manager and Coordinators slots
open for PFO- available immediatelysalary- $30,000 budget Applications
available in Room 126. MUB- Deadline is
12:00 Friday March 11.

students- concerned with the present
budget situation, come to a general
meeting on Tuesday, March 8th, in the
Strafford room of the Memorial Union
I i:>;:,rn wh"'t yni I r;:,11

Linda- I hope you passed your practical
last night becuse we have a date tonight
(you better not have forgotten). To
celebrate EMT and my new job. But that
isn't what this personal is really all about.
I hope lastTuesdayyou finally realized I'm
, mad about you. Come on now, I want to
know how you feel about me. So let's
have some St. Pauli Girls tonight, talk,
and have BIG TIME FUN for a few hours.
Rabbis, Popeyes, Bye-byes- See ya laterPatches.
Raisin- 0000, those Levis make me "Pop
Shiver." You've proved that "It's Hard
When Your Young" to "Dye in My Sleep"
with Goober around! 3 a.m. showers ..
shhh! There 's nothing like hot noddles
and Lacour Pavilion to keep us on the
edge of trouble ... and my bed. Take care ...
and me. Li'I Kielbasa.
Liz P- Did you have fun Bids Nite?
Students concerned with the present
budget situation, come to .a General
meeting on Tuesday, March 8th, in the
Strafford Room of the Memorial Union
Building at 8:00 p.m. Learn what you can
do to help.
'

Mike- Have you cleaned the oven yet?
Need some extra cash to pay your rent,
groceries and bills?! Take a look at the jobs
available on the Student Job Board,
located in the Mub.
$30,00 budget to work with-salary-be a
coordinator or Business Manager for
PFO- applications are available in Room
126 of the MUB. Deadline is 12 :00, Friday
March 11 .
Only two more weeks until Spring Break!
Need some extra spending money? Check
the job board, located in the MUB.
Julie- For your birthday we were going to
send you a "Remember When, " but
nothing funny enough came to mind. Oh
well, at least you got two personals. Love
Lynda & Amy .
Dear: O'Thunder Thighs (OY Vay). O'More
(Bagel). O'Marie (Maria), )'Bod (You sexy
chick you). and )'Toole ( Mac, honk-honk).
Happy Birthday you guys! You 're the
greatest! Live it up on your days. Wooop!
Love, )'Rox (Shech) and O'Wags
(Munchkin)
HOUSING LOTTERY POOL- Enter now
and win big bucks!!! Just submit your list
of 600 on-campus residents who You
think will lose their rooms due to Carol's
lottery. It's that easy. Lose her lottery, win
our pool! To enter, write to MEGA
BUCKS c/ o Carol J . Bischoff, Rt. 4.
Garrison Lane. Dover NH . or C~II 7490042 between 12 mid. and 6 a.m .
Interested in business? Are you a
Frshman or Sophomore? Apply NOW to
become the next Asst. Business Manager
of the New Hampshire. For more info. or
an application come to The New
Hampshire Business and Advertising
Office ( Room 108 in the MUB).
Rick James says " You belong in the
" GHETTO LIFE ". Sublet from June
through August . Room for 4. Call 8689714 or 2-1643 and ask for Marcy.
" SIMPLETON" YOURSELF! Take a cold
shower! Just kep your mind on winning
this weekend, not on my body .
Steve - Whenever you want to go on a
roadtrip. let me know. As a matter a fact
lets stay there! NES
BILL SPIRO and SCOTT are NERDS unlike
their roommate
HOCKEY FANS. WE'VE GOT THE LIVE
PLAY-OFF ACTION THE WAY YOU
WANT THEM --COMMERCIAL FREE!
LISTEN TO ED & BRIAN AS THE CATS
" HOUSE TRAIN" THE TERRIERS ON 91 .3
WUNH FM
Waldorf-Astoria : It allstarted at
Crewslut's surprise party; a four-hour
drive came next (drive off the road much?)
When we finally got there .. Good-Night
John-boy! Saturday was great, fall much?
(What? You want I should leave you
behind?) Those two guys at McDonald's in
Farmington were "too funny" Hope you
had fun . We'll do it again this spring. Love,
SAM
NHOC'ers: Elections for next years
officers are March 8. Nominations are
being taken now at the NHOC office. Get
involved with the largest club at UNH .
come into the office for information and
motivation.

REALWORLD - Finding Field Experience.
Felicia Follows Franny faithfully for the
fatefulltrip to the Field Experience office.
Franny frowns . "What is field
Experience? I don't understand it." The
two friends frolic up the stairs. step into
the foyer--(stay tuned)
DICKIE - Perplexed? Here's a hint: you
promised me something "by friday" a
while ago, but I never got it-Signed with a
star
Hey Tables· Men from Lord, like .we dig
the way your fingers strum the strings.
You make beautiful music. What else do
you so? See you in Stillings babe.
Bob-bet you didn 't think I'd do it but I did!
Thanks for being such a good friend . Your
letters really cheer me up. Amy
Julie-Happy 19th Birthday to the best
roommate around! You're a terrific kid
and the best friend we could ever friend.
We love you! Amy and Lynda
We're Iguanas, Proud and True; Here's a
special thanks to you: Heidi, Sharon.
Cindy, Donna. Rich, Ed, Dave. To the best
AII-Nighter team this side of Egypt
(Pyramidslr Next year we'll go for the
Gold. Yaa Baby!
3e1111:::;:,tt:;1
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Monday March 7 at 7:00 pm Congrieve
Hall Lounge
Wor_k study jobs now available in MUB in
Cat's Closet. catering, gamesroom and
Pistachios . Apply with Student Personnel
Coordinators, Room 322f in MUB
Congrats to EVERGNOC & 3, the spiking,
splashing & whiffling AII-Nighter
Champs. Way to go Chris, Laura, Mike
Rich ,, _Fruggles. Dave. Gags, and Squib.
Vicious! - John Mac
Kari and Ken Thanks for listening to me
babble Saturday night. Lucky it's MarchHope you both are cooperating OK . form
Bid's Night.
BERMUDA & FT. LAUDERDALE vacations
at rea·s onable rates . For more information
call Cindy at 862-1837.
Students concerned with the present
Budget situation, come to a General
meeting on Tuesday, March 8th, in the
Strafford Room of the Memorial Union
building at 8:00pm . Learn what you can
do to help.
Interested in business? Are you a
Freshman or Sophomore? Apply NOW to
become the Oi!xt Asst Business Manager
of The New Hampshire. For more info or
an application come to The New
Hampshire Business & Advertising office
(Room 108 in the MUB)
Interested in bµsinessd? Are you a
Freshman or Sophomore? Apply NOW to
become the next Asst. Business Manager
of The New Hampshire. For moe info or an
application come to The New Hampshire
Business & Advertising Office (Room 108
in the MUB)
Bruce-If you were a Tonka truck and I
were an elephant, I promise I wouldn't
crush you . See, aren't I a nice person?
And yoli always say I'm so mean. Just
because I smooshed ice cream in your
oommates hair and spilt milk on him it
doesn't mean I'm a rotten person. Chris is
a woos anyways. But think of all the nice
things I do for you : I make the treturous
journey to the eight floor to visit you, I
wrestle with boxes of captain Crunch
every Thursday morning just to get you a
package of Bubble Yum, and now I'm
sending you a personal. Now aren't you
glad you met me?Bythe way, tell Greg the
Crabs are fine. Tell Chris "the Twilight
Zone was God last night" - "My name is
Talking Tina" And tell Rick I said Hi . (there
I got everyone's name in)Yourfriendfrom
two floors under, And I know you know
who I am .
Buff: fantastic, fun & friends make life
worth while. late night talks. Kookoo
juice, dinners w / rents. "the clincher,"
and more awesome times to come. "God
bless our standard of living - let's keep it
that way. " First it's Sarah, now it's Buff;
first it's borderline sloppy, now you 're
cute; first it's New Eng lands and now, it's
NATIONALS!! You've got all my love.
Congrats. support; faith . Love, WIK
Wanted : humorous stories from NH's past
or present. Could be about a person or an
event in your hometown . Call 742-4572
between 9 and 11 pm .
JAM -I love you . Thanks for going
Wednesday- Get psyched for tonite &
tomorrow nite. Be mine. Sportomate. P.S.
I am romantic, you little Imp. All my love,
JHH
Alison -Hey stranger in ChristensonSorry I missed the 8-Day! I hope it was
fun. We had some great times last year at
Wyo Sem, lets continue them here at
UNH . By the way : YSAB!
Your week of hibernation (rising only to
take exams) is over, so enjoy your
weekend . Show your brother a great time
but don't forget that your Teddy Bear neds
her good-night hug!
Melissa-What's the probabilityof finding
all green M&M's in a half-pound bag?
Maybe a six-pack could help? Get out your
calculator and have fun with it!
Students concerned with the present
Budget situation, come to a General
Meeting on Tuesday, March 8th. in the
Straford Room of the Memorial Union
Building at 8:00 p.m . Learn what you can
do to help
Hey Nut- I missed you this weekend.
Remember rules number 1 and 10. Who
is this nutty girl anyway? Just let me know
if you need another backrub, I'll be there .
Some Strange Guy

...
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To the woman in black, my apologies for
not paying more attention to your lustful
body! I'll be watching this weak. You can
bet on that.
Mark-Hi kiddo!! How's life in Maryland?
Just wanted to say Hi and that I miss you. I
knew you would look in the personals just
thinking that I would write one to you.
How spoiled can you get!!! Hope to see
you next weekend!! Love ya, Cathy
ATTENTION: We're 4 Fat pig nuns with
huge amount of cleavage, cars and cash.
Looking for 4 homos who will treat us
right. Must wear penny loafers, boxers
and baggy kackis. Me-et us at Nick's Friday
5:00p.m.
Juicy-So when's the next meeting of the
JHOGS? I'll have to be a non-member
'cause I'm only an M&M.
Kinky-my roommates really like it when
you leave phone messages. Kinky's a lot
better than your real name. So why not
. change your byline.
R.L.A.-Well??? Hel-lu! Happy, Happy
21st. Hope th is one is better than the last.
Smarton up will you;, Stop do::,ling \Nith

pidgeons and start shopping. Get your
handout of that Stoned Wheat Thin box
and put a Molson in it. Can't wait for more
of your entertainment hours. You're a
fresh crouton-We love you. N.,M.&S.
Dear Becky-Happy Birthday. With love,
Carolyn.
Johnny 0-Wonderful. Wonderful.
What's it like to be so Wonderful?
Greg-Too bad about the game plans.
Have a great weekend and don',t get
·· assasinated. ·· -Mags
Did you know that this Sunday is Becky
Armours 21st Birthday? Wish her a happy
one!!
To the J-HOG club and the ex-officio
member: M&M: Big meeting sometime
next week. We have a lot of like wicked
important things to talk about. So, like, get
wicked psyched, ya know? Kinky
If you see Rebecca Armour on Sun. Mar .6,
give her a HUGE birthday kiss!!I
GAMACHE-Hey PLEDGE!!! I had a
fantastic time last night!! Let's do it again,
but not too soon. Have a good time at
home. Hope the hangover wears off in
time to party again!! Love, your fellow
pledgemate
Becky Armour, Becky Armour, Becky
Armour, Becky Armour, Becky Armour,
Becky Armour ... Happy Birthday.
HUMPY-Yeah, that's right, you Sharon!!
Just wanted to let you know that we had a ,
wicked, awesome, scoooooba time last
night!! If that was a preview of what you ' ll
be like as pledge trainer, then you 'll do
fine!!! We love you, you sleezy person,
you!!! Lisa and Cathy
Hey pidgeon ... happy B-day!!!!
Happy Birthday Janet Werner! We miss
you. love, Your many buddies in Durham,
NH USA!!!!!!!

Janet, I hop.e you can come to dinner with
the lady in black and spice. We would love
to have you. Have a great weekend.
Bimbo, the mirror from The Firehouse
belongs in your apartment . That way, not
only would it make your place look larger,
but you and rubber ducky could watch and
play at the same time. Think about it.
Linda, I look forward to dinner tonight.
And I'll return the favor the following
week. PIZZA & BEER!
Dennis, you have missed a terrific night.
The News Editor goes out drinking and
still hasn't shown up at 8 pm, the stat
machine is needed. the ad layout got too
screwed up like usual and I frankly don't
give a damn. But I'm living after 3:30 am.
Doesn't this sound like a terrific night?
M.E.
AMY. AMY, AMY, AMY: Why did you
break the stat camera. Thirty slashes to
you and a slap on the hand. And we will
compensate for the damage in your pay
check. I am sure you understand our view
point. A concerned M.E.
Amv . don't let this bother you. Dennis
wasn't going to do anything about getting
new glass anyways. This forces us to do
something about it. I thank you for
breaking the glass. A past graphic
manager.
. Dennis you seem to make wimpy twenty
page papers and get over at 10 pm. Well, I
have news for you. I can make 32 page
papers and get over at 10 pm . Try and beat
that.
RUBBER DUCKY. has the cat caught any
mice? Have a happy birthday. You old man
you. 24. I can't believe it. I feel young now.
Ginger. we need to gci over to NEC next
week and pick up the mirrors for our
apartment . I think they would look nice in
our living room. Don't you?
Thanks Henri for dinner. It was great. Isn't
it funny though that when New
Hampshire people get together, they only
talk about The New Hampshire. Next time
you can take me skiing with you but I
won't give you my knees.
Michelle-If you really want to torture
yourself, why don't you sit down at the
same table with us instead of just walking
by a million times. S & M

To the ad production staff at The New
Hampshire. next Wednesday is our last
day for production until after March
Break. Therefore, Jim Singer has agreed
to pay for ice creams for all who work that
day. However, we can only have eight
people. See you then. Your M.E.
Ginger you wonderful roomie you, I know
you f--ked up yesterday. But it was fun.
A salad was lots better than Philbrook.
Bri, I missed having dinner with you. If it
wasn't for the good company, then I
wouldn't be able to eat there as easily_
Next week for sure and maybe some more
meals in between. Since I don't have any
· money and lots of meals left, I should use
it up. Barf.... The weekend in Boston was
spectacular. Let's do it again sometime.
Or we can celebrate your birthday more
often. By the way, one more time, Happy
Birthday!
Susie, my dear, you didn't think I was
going to forget you didyou?Well, now that
I haven't, I hope you didn't .jump. on me
this morning. I know I wouldn't feel it but I
don't like it when my body gets bruised
and I am confused by not knowing why. I
m Issea your company Iast nigrH ror w, mt::,
too. You are such a laugh, ha ha ha ha!
Thanks for letting me stay over. You and
Bri are such nice friends to have. Spice

I think it the girl who got her $50 returned
in Animals, Foods, and Man should have
written a personal to Doug Ridge thanking
him for being such a swell guy.
Jim (Bobby B.), my idol: don't worry about
the Van so much. It's not good for your
health. GNF.
Dennis-I hate sitting at the VDTs at
12:30 writing personals when there's
nothing to say, especially to you. So I
guess I won't write you a personal.
Besides being apathetic, students at UNH
don't know how and when to use a semicolon . That bugs me; it should bug them
too, but it probably doesn't.
That was stupid.
Jane - won't you .remember writing
personals siQe by side for the rest of your
life. Remember, there's more to
newspapers (and in your case,
magazines) than filler ads. You're great!,
G.
For Sale: 1975 Gremlin. Running
Condition. Inspected. $500.00. Call 6593883 after 5:00 p.m.

Reporters, editors for The New
Hampshire: Press club today! Be in the
office around 4, 4:30. See you there!!!
All reporters are also reminded they
MUST attend critiques every Tuesday at
noon in Ham Smith 103. If you don't we
reconsider giving you your paychecks at
the end of the semester. Seriously·- ask
Jim ·Singer!
Don't you wonder what Press Club is? You
should work for The New Hampshire.
Stop by Room 151 in the MUB and ask for
Maggie or Barbara.
Steve Volger - you should stop by The
New Hampshire sometime too. You're
lucky I'm dead.
And by the way, there WAS a personal for
you. And she was REAL cute.
Maggie - Thanks for your help. Too bad it
flopped, but that's not because of you .
Grumps.
John Gold - thanks for the great story ..
What else . do you have for me (money,
money, money???). Greg.
·

Oh Phil baby, how are the M & m's? Eat
any green ones lately .
See, I don't have to join you for dinner in
order. to make 'up good personals.
Hey. air head, no I mean Ginger, catch any
fresh air lately at 10,000 feet?
Bingo, where is this humble abode by the
deep blue sea? Does it have a good
stereo? Or will you serenade me? I'm
dying "t o see thge place! Another love of
your life!
Beth 8. - At least the week is over.
Finally! But you really shouldn't blow off
so much of your time with that loser.
I'm dead! My roomate is dead! Chew is
dead! Doug isn't dead, but his head is.
What a morbid world.
Hi Ed! Oh, that felt good; it's been a long
time.
Snatch and PA: you guys are the nads. But
you shouldn't take everything so DIRTY.
Bin o doesn't mean it that way, reall .

Happy
20th
Birthday
Lynne
Kiniberly
Weaver

Come in to the
Business Office
Room 108 •

- - - D<continued
I Xfrom
O
N--page 30)
PARIDISE
The film ·centers on a group of actors
and actresses who eventually achieve
fame, but never the happiness they
so desperately seek.
Sunday, March 6
Strafford Room-MUB
Admission $1.00
7 & 9:30 p.m.
French iWith English subtitles

March Break
is only
two Weeks away!
That's how i
spell RELIEF

gotten full scholarships-· to
attend either private high
schools, colleges or both.
It's no accident. On the
surface Herbert and Claudia
Dixon don't seem much
different then most urban
parents. She is the taskmater
and he is the bread winner. She
is the lecturer and worrier. He
is the joker with the cool street
savy. However, the general
comparisons end there. The
truth is that the Dixons fit into
few categories. As do their
children.
.. Books are the big things,"
says Mr. Dixon ... A lot of my
buddies don't understand that.
You have to teach the kids that
if you want a new car think in
terms of a Master Degree and
then you can get two new
ones."
Mrs. Dixon is a lovingly
large woman with a great big
smile, and a strong will to
lecture every chance she gets.
Her children respectfuly call
her, .. Maam," and their ears

heart. ••Most kids would still be
fighting me at this stage," s.ys
F_riel, whose disciplined
basketball program has
sometimes caused problems
with players. ••Robin just winks
at me .and will say, •there he
goes again.' He's given of
himself more than any player
I've had."
Friel says Dixon is reaping
the benefits during his senior
year because he's accepted his
coaching philosophy and
worked hard at his fundamentals. However, at season's start
Dixon was reaping few, if any,
benefits. His play was sporadic,
and culminated in a particulary
trying game against Boston
College. ..That was- my
personal turnaround," says
Dixon. •·1 began to assert
myself offensively after that. I
was so disgusted with the way
we played and I played. I
decided this couldn't go on for
26 games."
It hasn't. Since that time
Dixon has captained a squad

ring with such golden rules as

that is tied for first place atop

.. treat others as you would have
them treat you," and .. charity
begins at home."
••1 don't have child who's
not determined," she says.
••they all have a great amount of
pride. What they must learn is
to balance that pride." ·
Apparently that's a lesson
Robin Dixon has taken to

the ECAC North Atlantic
conference. They are 7-2 in the
conference and 14-11 overall.
And Dixon is the talk of the
town. But these 's no time to
take a bow because there are
two more Dixon's now at
Thayer just waiting· in the
offing ...

a
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Gravink posts best finish of year for skiers
By Dierdre Lynch
The UNH women's ski team
traveled to Middlebury College
this past weekend, to compete
in the Division I Eastern
Collegiate Ski Championships.
A field of 16 teams were
represented from the East. .
Alpine captain Jill Gravink
posted her best giant slalom
finish of the season with a 6th
place finish. Coach Lex
Scroubly said,"I am very happy
with Jill's skiing, she is still
rising in terms of improvement,
as we go into the national
championships." Gravink has
qualified for the NCAA
Nationals in both the slalom
and giant slalom event.
Judy Gessner scored second

for the team with a 27th place
finish. Lisa Barnes placed 33rd,
scoring third for UNH.
Cross country captain, Julie
Wolny headlined the results for
the X-C team with a 6th place
finish in the 7 .5 kilometer race.
This result combined with her
high performance throughout
the season won her a berth on
the All East second team and a
trip to the NCAA National
Championships.
While Wolny secured her
spot to the nationals, freshman
Carol Warner missed the trip to
the NCAA 's by a mere six
seconds. The N orweigen native
from ST. Michaels College,
Anna Strange, captured the
last qualifying spot with a l 3th

place finish. Warner placed
14th and now stands as an
alternate to the nationals.
Lisa Latourelle was third
scorer with a 31st place finish.
The team placed 4th in the
event.
In the slalom event, it was
captain Gravink leading the
way with a 14th place finish.
Gravink was in 9th place after
the first run and it looked to be
another top ten finish until the
last five gates in the second run
where she briefly touched
down, losing valuable time.
Second scorer for UNH was
Judy Gessner, who placed 26th
despite recurring knee pains
resulting from two past knee
operations. Lisa Barnes was

next with a 27th place finish. but was unable to hold the lead.
Senior Shelly O'Connor was Alex Chiarella, skiing in only
right behind Barnes with a 29th her second relay, went out
place finish.
third. The inexperienced racer
Wolny clocked · the third did her best to give the team a
fastest time of the day in the 6th place finish.
3x5 km relay race to pace the
The X-C team skied the
UNH team to a 6th place finish relay without the services of
in the relay. Skiing in the first second skier Carol Warner, as
leg, Wolny and U.S. Olympic ' she traveled to the Junior
skier Betsy Haines (Vermont) Olympics. Also the alpine team
cut away from the pack and skied without World Univerthen were misdirected on the sity Games skier Jill Sickels.
course, losing close to 30
Captains Gravink and
seconds. The lost skiers Wolny along with Sickels will
returned to the race trail and compete in the NCAA
passed the other skiers again. National Championships next
Wolny finished the leg in first week in Bozeman, Montana.
place, giving UNH the lead.
Second leg skier Lisa
Latourelle pushed her hardest

---------HOCKEY---------<continued from page 32)

Huskies. but nothing that
Robinson, recalling the freak
goal. "I put the slapshot on net resembled the first game
and turned for the bench. Then between the two. Freshman
I turned around for a second Kirk Lussier was lost for the
and saw the goal light on."
year with a broken wrist, and
•·Dwayne turned to me after assistant coach Dave
he saw the light go on and said, O'Connor took a clearing
'that was r·o utine," said . slapshot to side of the head.
Fortunately though, O'Connor
teammate Ken Chisholm. "I
sustained only a minor cut, and
couldn't believe it. He was just
a mild concussion.
trying to clear it in."
Junior Bruce Gillies spelled
Many thought the game
would have the same temp that Todd Pearson in goal for the
the February 16 game had, in •cats, and picked up his fifth
which eight players were win of the year, to add to a tie.
According to Gillies, the club is
ejected.
There were a couple late ready and primed.
••Everyone has been meshing
gafne outbreaks of blatant
cheapshots by the frustrated well with eachoher's style,"
said Gillies. ••The guys are
playing super, and Todd
(Pearson) has been awesome.
No one is going to stop us."
So the scene is set for this
weekend's contest. Both teams
are hot, and don't think BU
won't be up for the game. Take
it from UNH trainer Biron who
knows coach Jackie Parker
better than anyone. ··Bu loves
•
to play New Hampshire,
because it's a challenge."
••1t has always been a good
rivalry," said Parker. .. We have
to make a lot of adjustments
when we play UNH. They're
not like playing a Providence.
The fans are going to see two
very good. hockey teams play. It
presents a problem playing in
Durham, but we 'II be glad to be
there."
And how important are the
fans to the Wildcats?
If you are currently a freshman or a sophomore and are
··1t would be great to get a
vocal crowd like we had at the
seriously interested in gaining valuable business
St. Lawrence game,"said UNH
experience, then this position is for YOUI
assistant coach Bob K ullen.
.. You knew when they joined in
singing the National Anthem, it
The New Hampshire is currently accepting applications for
was no ordinary crowd. I hope
it's
like that, they were
-the paid position of Assistant Business Manager. The
pumped."

"If we come out flying, it gets
them down," said Robinson.
•·1t's great to go off to the
playoffs on a winning note.
With this momentum, we'll be
all set for this weekend."
Junior Scott Ellison closed
out the first period scoring,
picking up a rebound and
slamming it past a down and
out Tim Marshall. Ellison and
the •cats have swarmed
opponent's nets lately, picking
up goals similar to Ellison's.
•• A lot of it has to do with the
way we practice," said Ellison,
referring to the •cats scoring
attack. ••we're always going up
against good people in practice,

and things that don't work
there are working in the games.
I've been watching Potsy
(Potter) too, because he goes to
the post so well on a break, so
that has really helped me."
Northeastern outscored the
Wildcats 2-1 in the second
period, closing the score to 5-3.
BU opened the third period
with a goal, but UNH
defenseman Dwayne Robinson
gave the 'Cats an msurance
goal with under six minutes
remaining.
••1 knew I wasn't going to
beat the one guy on defense, so
I thought I'd shoot in the zone
and get a line change," said

INTERESTED
In

BUSINESS?

individual hired will serve in this capacity for the
remainder of the Spring Semester as well as the 1983-84
academic year.

~- ~ -

--S-=--

For more information or an
application come to The
New Hampshire Business
and Advertising office,
Room 108, Memorial
Union Building.

Game time for both nights is
7:30.
contingency of t>aul Barton on
the left, Steve Lyons in the
middle and Dan Potter on the
right,,_ have supplied coach
Charlie Holt and crew 122
points thus far.
One of the marked
differences between the
Wildcats earlier in the season,
and the Wildcats of late, has
been their ability to jump out to
an early lead. Early on, the club
would get down by as many as
three or four goals in the first
period, and relied on second
and third period scoring. Not
so lately, though. during the 81-1 stretch for the playoffs, the
"Big Blue" have opened up
aggressively, and in most cases
built a lead.
••1t's a good way to start out,"
said Barton ... You've got to get
a couple quick ones. If you
don't it means trouble. We're
playing harder now, and I think
we've learned from our
mistakes."
Another thing UNH has
been able to solidify is their
belief that they can win the big
game on the road. The
February 22 game against
Boston College in Boston
which the Wildcats won 5-4, is
considered by coach Holt the
biggest game of the season,
because it insured a playoff
spot for his club.
And finally. the last regular
season game of year at
Matthews Arena, against
Northeastern. In that game
Tuesday the Tats fell behind
early 1-0, but then popped four
straight, to silence the
Northeastern faithful. UNH's
Potter tallied the first two,
followed by sophomore Ralph
Robinson who clipped in with
one.

---DIXON--(continued from page 32)

of the season. However, Dixon
has never quit anything.
In high school during a must
game between Thayer
Academy and M ii ton, Dixon,
unable to use his shooting hand
because of a sprained thumb,
switched hands, shot with his
left and scored 24 points to win
the game for Thayer. ••He
absolutely couldn't hold onto
the ball," said his high school
coach Elliot. •Tve never seen
anybody play like that."
··None of us are quitters,"
says Zachary Dixon. "No

matter what obstacles are in
our way we go after people."
That kind of inner toughness is
either strengthened or
·destroyed in the city. For the 14
Dixons, adversity strengthened
the family bonds. One fact
illustrates the family's absolute
triumph over a hell hole of a
public school system, the lure
of the often times violent street
life and the forces which sap the
motivation and talent from so
many other inner city kids. Of
the 12 Dixon siblings nine have
DIXON, page 29
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Tracksters

By Steve Damish

place .4th
in N.E.'s

ECAC playoff

By T.J. Reever
The women's track team
placed 4th out of 18 teams at
the New England Track
Championships held at the
University of Connecticut last
Saturday. UConn took the top
team honor with 111 points.
Boston University was second
with 86 and Boston College was
third with 69. UNH scored 42
points for forth.
"The competition was very
good," said head coach Nancy
Krueger. "We did about as well
as we thought we would. BC
has been getting better all
season and we knew they would
be tough. The Wildcats gathered up
quite a few second and thirds,
but no first place finishes. Ann
Miller ran a good race in the
5000 meter run. Miller placed
second with a time of 17 .20.
Kathy Brandell ran a very
strong effort in the 3000 meter
run. Brandell captured second
UNH's Kathy Brandell captured second place in the 3000-meter
place for the Wildcats with a
time of 9 .45 .
run last week,end in the New England Championships. ( Carolyn
Leise Schaff just got out- Blackmar photo)
kicked by BU's Barbara
Higgins in the 1000 yard dash
finals. Schaff ran a 2:38.7 for a second place finish. UNH's
Joni Weaver placed sixth in
By T.J. Reever
that race with a 2:44.4.
Arnold Garron had quite a
Aleshia ·oavis got an
The trackmen broke five weekend, as he set two new
unexpected third place in the school records in a strong school records. He placed 5th
long jump for the Wildcats. showing at the New England -in the 55 meter high hurdles
Davis jumped 5.51 meters.
Championships held at Bates with -a time of 7:55. His time
Cindy Stearns ran a strong College last weekend. The eclipsed the old record held by
race for seven laps, but fatique Wildcats equaled last year's former UNH standout, Steve
over came her and she faded to finish by placing 8th out of 22 Smith. Garron was leading the
fifth place with 4:38.08 in the of the best teams in New field until he stumbled on the
1500 meter run.
England. Boston University last hurdle and four other
Diane Spillane placed third took the top team honors and competitors just nipped him at
in the 200 meter dash with a Northeastern was second.
the tape. Garron placed 6th in
26.08. Teammate Michelle
"It was an outstanding team the 55 meter dash also. His time
Cochran placed sixth with a effort," said head coach Jim in that event was 6.54, which
26.62.
Boulanger. "I've been the eclipsed teammate Rob
Placing sixth in the 400 happiest coach around. We O'Regan 's record of 6.84.
meter dash was UNH really looked good."
Senior Joel Dennis had the
Freshman · Jan Procaccini.
The two mile relay team had best series of throws in his
Procaccini ran a time of 59 .4 an excellent day at the track. college career, as he placed 5th
for the distance.
They went into the meet ranked in the shot put. Dennis set a
The Wildcats travel to eighth in New England. They new school record with a toss of
Harvard University for the ended up ranked secopd, as 55'¾".
Regionals this Saturday. The well as owning a new school
Dennis Dobe placed 4th in
Regionals will be their final record. Danny Grimes, Aarron the 800 meter dash with a new
meet of the year unless any ot Lessing, Mike Caruso and school record also. Dobe
the athletes qualify for the Dennis Dobe make up the lowered former UNH runner,
Nationals.
school's fastest ever two mile Guy Stearns' record to I :54.2.
relay team. They lowered the
Steve Campbell had the best
record from 7.49 to 7.43.
day of - pole vaulting in his
Grimes led off with a 1:59 .5 career. Campbell vaulted 15
and handed off to Lessing. feet even to capture 4th palce
Lessing closed on the field for the Wildcats. He had a
going through his first quarter couple of close jumps at 15'6",
split in 54. He hung on to run a but just missed.
By Peter Clark
I :52.8. His effort ignited
The trackmen will be
Senior Chris Langella
Caruso, who ran his best half traveling to Princeton, N .J. for
poured in 26 points last
ever in a time of I :56.0. Dobe the IC4'As this weekend. It will
Saturday to pace the
anchored the team and ran his only be the athletes that have
Thompson School basketball
usual outstanding race. Dobe qualified for the meet.
team to a 117-74 win over
ran a I :55.3 to round out the
"Our key is to end the season
Nashua Vocational Technical
foursome.
on a fine note this weekend,"
College, bringing the
"It was an outstanding said Jim Boulanger.
Northeren New England Small
performance by a group of four
College Conference championmen," said coach Boulanger.
ship (NNESCC)to Durham for
and beat us, so we tried to run ," NNESCC all-star game, to be
the second straight year.
held in Randolph, Vt. , at the
Last year, the Wildcats won said Beard.
Run they did,jumping out to Vermont Technical College
the title in double overtime
against Berlin Vo-Tech, but an early l'0-2 lead, and later up tomorrow. The Northern New
Saturday they enjoyed an early by 30 at halftime, Beard England All-Stars willJace the
lead against Nashua, enabling substituted at will, giving all Greater Boston Jr. College
League all-stars.
them to coast in the second twelve players court time.
"It's what we're capable of
··1 didn't have many starters
half.
"Our main goal was to doing," said Beard. •Tm glad it coming back this season, so I
happened in the last game. We was very pleased with the way
establish the tempo," said
UN H coach Doug Beard, who reawlly haven't been better as a things went," said Beard."We
developed a bench and got
guided the team to 9-5 overall, team all season."
and 6-1 in the NNESCC."They . For their efforts, both some good performances from
Langella and Beard were the guys, and that's what you
(Nashua) slowed it down at
their place earlier in the. year selected to appear in the need."

T rackmen hrea
· k

f1·ve school marks

T-Hall

champs
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pi~!l!!~pa~!<!rll~~ ·
Atlantic Conference tournament is that the
UNH men's basketball team plays at home
Tuesday night in the quarterfinal round. But
let it rest there, for picking an opponent would _
be quite the hypothetical venture.
The winner of the Colgate-Vermont firstround game Sunday is a possibility. And it
could be Canisius. Or Northeastern. Or
Niagara.
But don't expend energy on predeterminations, because the first through sixth seeds of
the conference are yet to be decided. Four of
the top six teams have conference games
remaining with UNH traveling to
Northeastern and Holy Cross playing at
Boston University tomorrow. Northeastern
played BU last night.
Until the clock expires in UN H's night game
(7:30 p.m.) against the Huskies, speculation as
to who plays who is the single option.
"I don't care who we play," said UNH coach
Gerry Friel. "'Our goal was to play at home and
that's what we got."
The conference, as it stands now, looks like
this:
I. UNH (7-2 c9nference, 14-11 overall) 2.
BU (6-2, 16-9) 3. Holy Cross (5-2, 14-12) 4.
Maine (6-4, 12-13) 5. Niagara (5-4, 9-17) 6.
Northeastern (4-4, 13-12) 7. Canisius (3-6, 1115) 8. Vermont (3-7, 9-16) 9. Colgate (0-8, 323).
With the seventh, eighth and ninth positions
locked,- either Vermont or Colgate will play the
first seed while Canisius wil.l play the second.
The sixth seed will play the third while the fifth
will face the fourth.
UNH's ideal situation would be to win
against Northeastern a.,nd hope for a BU loss
against Northeastern or Holy Cross. Then, the
Wildcats .would finish first and most likely play
Vermont, a team far superior to the Red
Raiders of Colgate.
Some other plausible ifs:
-if BU wins both of its remaining games
and UN H beats N ortheastelll, both teams
would finish with 8-2 conference marks, but
the Terriers would be first in the league by
virtue of its 82-73 win over UNH Feb. 14.
Then, the Wildcats would host Canisius, a
much better team than its ranking indicates.
-if Northeasten beats UNH and Holy
Cross beat BU, then Holy Cross would take
first place honors with a 6-2 record. BU would
finish second at 7-3 and UNH would be third.
The Wildcats would play Northeastern again
in such a case.
-if Northeastern beats both BU and U-NH,
the Wildcats would finish second and play
Niagra. BU would still finish first if it beat
Holy Cross.
Each successive situation, from playing
Vermont to playing Niagara, becomes less
desirable, with the exception of UNH ending
second and playing Canisius. The Golden
Griffins led UNH 63-57 with 56 seconds left in
the game before the Wildcats tied it at 66 all in
regulation time and went on to win 74-70 Jan.
20 in overtime.
Canisius recently beat a strong St.
Bonaventure of the Atlantic IO Conference.
But the only things that remains definite is
UNH's home-court advantage. Who will be
visiting is unknown.
"'Our situation right now is preparing our
game," said FrieL "We would prefer to prepare
ourselves against our opponent's strength. It's
hard in that sense, but we're making it a
positive situation by practicing our game."
What else can you do when all you know is
when and where, not who?

\
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Sports
The Word: Lets go blue, screw you know who
lllllf.. · · ·

.

Wildcat goalie Todd Pearson makes a save in action earlier in the season. UNH plays BU this
weekend. (Henri Barber photo)

By Peter Clark
"When I was at Boston
University, the players wanted
to play UNH more than any
other school even Boston
Schools. The; felt it was more
of a challenge. I remember one
game up here in 1977- when I
was one of the BU trainers. We
lost the game and the fans
started the 'winning teamlosing team' cheer. Nothing like
that had ever happened to them
before, and that's all our guys
talked about for weeks. They
hated it." -Scott Bir
The Terriers have ~~eady
experienced the cheer this year
at Snively, but avenged the loss
in Boston, Feb. 11. This
weekend at Snively, the two
will clash twice to decide the
ECAC quarter,final play-off
series, but more importantly,
who will make the trip to the
Boston Garden for the semifinals.
The Wildcats have come
down the home stretch with a
fury, registering an 8-1-1

record, raising their overall
record to 20-8-1 and 15-5-1 in
the ECAC.
BU on the other hand has
established a streak of their
own, winning their last eight
ECAC games_, losin~ only to
Northeastern m the first round
of the Beanpot. BU's Tom
O'R~gan . leads t~e club in
scoring with 32 points, closely
followed by Mark Sinclair with
29. But the stronghold all
seasor:i Iong for the T~rriers has
been m t_he net. S 7mor Cleon
Daskalak1s, accord mg to head
coach Jack .Parker is the finest
goaltei:ider in the ECAC.
.
While Pa.rker . pushes his
goaltender as bemg number
one, ma~y fans nor!h of Boston
feel, their goal agamst average
is ~~ceptive. 1!1 his last seven
games, the senior standout has
allowed only l 7_ goals, good for
a 2.4 goals agamst average.
Probably the hottest line in
the ~ast right now belongs to
the Wildcats. The junior
HOCKEY, page 30

Cagers' Dixon makes a name for himself

•

i

By Todd Balf
more than just the class room.
At places like the Roxbury That city cocksuredness, a
Boy's Club and the Joseph Lee trademark of all the Dixoris,
School in Dorchester, Ma., the has been tempered and shaped·
Dixon name is sacred. There is into a mature confidence. And
pratically a complete family the NBA is certainly not the
picture album inside the trophy only thing on his mind
cases at these places, as a result anymore. Sure professional
of the non-stop Dixon athletic basketball, whether in Europe
talent show. For the last 15 or in the United States, is a
years, the Dixons have traveled possibility. But so -are jobs as a
through these gyms and fields, sales representative for a major
making their names and sneaker manufacturer or as a
building a Boston tradition.
part owner of a sporting goods
Mention the name Dixon store with his brother Zachary.
"Herb (Dixon, a younger
around the city and you'll
probably hear about Zachary. brother who is a junior at Hyde
He's the pro football player School in Bath, Me.) always
who plays halfback for the tells me his big dream is that he
· Baltimore Colts. And of course wants to be in the NBA. I
Medina's name will pro_b ably . outgrew that," says Dixon.
come up. She's a probable All "Herb realized that basketball
America basketball player at is the way out. I need it in the
Old Dominion.
books. I'm going to get an
But the man at center stage education. Pro sports is great
these days in the Dixon family but I know you can only carry a
ball so long."
is UNH's Robin Dixon.
That kind of balanced
The 6 '3" guard is the league's
second leading scorer ( 19.8) philosophical outlook has been
and the only player in the nourished at UNH for Robin
conference to be named to the Dixon, where this season's
USBW Div. I regional all star accolades did not always seem
team. Not only that but UNH around the corner.
When Dixon came to UNH
basketball coach Gerry Friel
says Dixon has a shot at All four years ago he set out to
America honors. And for the build a program. Dixon
coup de grace of a spectacular shocked everyone in his family,
season, in which UN H has not to mention the neighborcompiled their best record since hood, by accepting UNH's only
1973-74, Dixon's 17 points remaining scholarship.
against Maine on Monday gave Zachary Dixon thought his
him a four year total of 1504 alma mater, Temple Univer.:
points, breaking the UNH all- sity, might be more Robin's
style. Others pointed out that
time scoring record of 150 I.
So the limelight is Robin Chaminade University would
Dixon's. Like it was four years probably provide more
ago at Thayer Academy when exposure for Robin than New
he scored 38 points in the Hampshire.
He.still came. And there have
league championship game.
Back then, Dixon's high school been moments whe ·n he
coach Bill Elliot, recalls that his thought maybe he should have
star guard was unabashedly done ~things differently. For
ready to make the jump in to one, the slow conservative
lifestyle of Durham hasn't
the NBA after that game.
If anything can be said about always been easy to adjust to
Dixon's four years at UNH, it is for a city kid. Especially when
that he's gotten an education in things in basketball weren't

Robin Dixon became the all time leading scorer in UNH history Monday night. (Tim Skeer
photo)
going well. And they haven't
always.
After his sophomore year,
Dixon, disapointed and

frustrated with a basketball
program that seemed to be
crumbling rather than getting
stronger, almost transfered. In

his junior year, differences with
Friel landed him on the bench
for several games near the end ·
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